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TWITTER PLANS

23/9/2012

: Micro blogging website Twitter has announced that it would block the posts, which violate the law
of any specific country. The changes are effective from Saturday (January 28) onwards.
Noted cyber expert Pavan Duggal believes that the announcement made by the Twitter syncs with
the demands of the Indian government.
Explaining media Cyber Law Expert Pavan Duggal said, There is no doubt that the new changes
that Twitter has announced are in sync with the requirement of any country. And specifically in the
context of India these changes are in sync with the obligations of the twitter in its capacity as an
intermediary.
He said that in India according to the section 21 (W) of information technology act 2000, the micro
blogging site Twitter is intermediary and it has abide by the law of the land.
Notably the Indian Telecoms minister Kapil Sibal had asked the various social networking websites
that they should start filtering the contents, which do not suite the legal and cultural environment of
the country.
Twitter insisted that its commitment to free speech remains firm, and sought to explain the nuances
of its policy.

CITIZEN SPEAKS
Congrats Mr Singh, Dont worry Mr Gadkari
Our holy Ganga still unholy
I, Me, Myself and My Rights
The tweet trend is born
The biggest problem: poverty !!
How can honour killings be justified?
Kitchen is the key source of diseases!
Dear Mr. Prime Minister!
Consensual sex can lead to rape
UPA, the best scambaker!
Polio  Going but not Gone!
Illegal liquor taking a toll on Goa tourism?
Is there a better method for nursery admissions?

TOP STORIES
Shashank Manohar who is the new BCCI boss
India's step towards energy efficiency
More trouble for Vadra
Limelight is again on Subhash Chandra Bose
Joint Selfie with friend no matter where the friend is
BJP, three regional allies finally arrive at a consensus
'Reverse Dandi Yatra' postponed
Hawabaaz vs Hawalabaaz
Good news for central government employees
BadarpurFaridabad Metro line inaugurated
OROP is it winwin ?
Women officers in Navy will be a permanent feature
Forensic anthropology test confirms skull of Sheena
Firing on borders an everyday affair.
CBI registers case against Ashok Gehlot, Sachin Pilot, Kartik
Chidambaram
Dr A P J Abdul Kalam Road
Muslim personal law needs immediate reform
Good news for BJP from Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan
municipalities
Disproportionate assets case against A Raja
Four JDU MLA's join BJP in Bihar
Investment opportunity of $1 trillion in India Modi
EX service chiefs seek PM's intervention on OROP
PM Modi's UAE trip
PM hits out at Lalu Nitish combine
Infiltration bid along LoC in Keran north Kashmir
Mohammad Naveed lived in Pak say neighbours
Amarnath yatra was suspended again due to landslide
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Nonbailable warrant against ex IPL boss Lalit Modi
Why Lalit Modi not arrested ED asked
Two trains derailterrible tragedy
Congress continues with its aggressive posture
Building collapse in Thane, Mumbai claims a dozen lives
Building collapse in Thane, Mumbai claims a dozen lives
India is a Hindu state
Lok Sabha's problems are only increasing
Flood situation bad
Four Indian nationals, working as teachers in Libya, abducted
Historic day for many on Indo Bangladesh border
Final adieu to Dr Kalam
Yakub Memon hanged
Supreme Court rejects 1993 Mumbai bomb blasts convict
Yakub Memon's plea
Supreme Court rejects 1993 Mumbai bomb blasts convict
Yakub Memon's plea
Commutation of death sentence to life imprisonment in Rajiv
Gandhi's assassination case
Two grenade blasts rock two mobile tower sites in Srinagar
FTII students get notice
Fight between AAP and Lt Governor getting dirtier
A national player thrown off train dies
Two dead on Mumbai Pune highway
Disaster in Delhi
India would be a Hindu nation by 2020
Clashes in Srinagar and Anantnag
Crimes against journalists must not go unpunishedUNESCO
Rahul Gandhi sharpens attack on PM Modi
SC to hear Vyapam case on July 20
Centre should withdraw land acquisition ordinance Mamata
NITI Aayogs Governing Council meeting many CM's give a
miss
Armed robbery in Paris
Rahul Gandhi active in Delhi
Leander Paes and Sumit Nagal triumph at Wimbledon
Sania wins Wimbledon
Amarnath yatra halted again
4.37 lakh millionaires by 2018 in India
Eyewitness in Asaram case shot at
Congress agitation on 22 July against BJPled NDA
government
Another church attack
Amarnath Yatra suspended onBaltal and Pahalgam routes
PM Modi meets his Pakistani premier Nawaz Sharif
PM Narendra Modi meets President Nursultan Nazarbayev in
Kazakhstan
Towards facilitating celebration of Ganeshotsav in Mumbai
More trouble for Teesta
Vyapam is getting deadlier by the day
Consent of father not necessary for child's guardianship to
mother
Vyapam threatening to become a real killer ghotala
Socio Economic and Caste Census (SECC), 2011
Intelligence agencies have another point to worry
ED and ACB rapped
Embarrassing time for both BJP and Congress
Two day BJP workshop
Petrol, diesel prices drop
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Tamil Nadu chief minister J Jayalalithaa establishes a thumping
margin
Place in Delhi for Narsimha Rao
Earthquake of moderate intensity in J and K
AAP protest against BJP's Raje, Sushma,Pankaja, Irani
Daring jailbreak
Song, dance, drama as J Jayalalithaa is back as CM
Divorced parents should be given joint custody of minor children
Gujjars in Rajasthan threat to revive agitation
Good times are back again for J Jayalalithaa
IAF plane lands at Yamuna Expressway
Delhi LG cancels all appts by Kejriwal Govt
Delhi CM's letter to PM
Diry politics in Delhi
UPA responsible for shortage of ammunbition
One year of Modi sarkar
Robert Vadra's problems are far from over
After shocks continue
Land Acquisition Bill is actually stuck
Blast shakes West Bengal 17 injured
India will get Dawood  Rajnath Singh
Jayalalitha will be Chief Minister again
PM's aarti at the famed Dakshineswar temple near Kolkata
One hostage killed rest return
Shashi Kapoor gets prestigious Dadasaheb Phalke award
Kutch shaken by minor quake
80 per cent of youth in Punjab have fallen prey to drug menace
Big relief for Salman Khan
Fight against Air pollution
Rahul attacks Modi Govt
Sad turn for Kerala atheletes
Sonia blasts Modi sarkar
Five years for Salman Khan
PM will pay a threenation official visit to China, Mongolia and
South Korea from May 1419.
Militants trigger powerful blast , ambushed paramilitary force
convoy
Nepal 7000 plus the official figure of dead
SI shoots dead his boss and then kills himself
Action against those who waved Pak flags at Friday's rally
Rahul Gandhi's hammering of Modi Govt continues
India reacts sharply to US report on minorities here
Bureaucrats It may be seven years jail for bribe taking
AAP to blame for farmer's suicide Delhi Police
Farmers who commit suicide are cowards Haryana Minister
beccktracks
Low intensity earthquake in Assam
Nepal toll could cross 10,000
Centre against NGT order on old vehicles
4500 plus dead scenario frightening
Aftershocks are the worry now
Worst earthquake in eight decades and Nepal looks ravaged
7.5 magnitude earthquake hits N. India
Crackdown on foreign funding to NGOs
Kejriwal apologises
New EC chief wants free, fair and participative elections
Time for more hungama  Budget Session  part II
Masarat Alam Bhat finally arrested
Agra church vandalised
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Rahul Gandhi back after two month holiday
Samvad a dialogue on swaraj by AAP rebel group
Two week respite for diesel vehicles in Delhi
Modi promises a stable and transparent tax regime
More controversy over spying of relatives of Netaji
Coal mines given the way a handkerchief is Modi
Firing at Attari three BSF personnel injured
Shutdown time across Kashmir Valley
Netaji relatives spied for twenty years
PM to the rescue of farmers
I carry matchbox and lighter in plane Civil Aviation Minister
No more bans Maha sarkar
20 smugglers killed in Andhra Pradesh
Change lifestyle, follow nature and lead better lives PM Modi
Ruby Choudhari case gets murkier
P M Modi inaugurates jt conference of CMs and C J s
PM Modi orders increase size of pictorial warning on tobacco
packs
Supreme Court Judge Kurian Joseph 's letter to PM Modi
Can't take land for hospitals and not build them
JammuSrinagar National Highway closed for three days now
River rafting camps along Ganga matter of concern for NGT
Giriraj Singh apologises but anger against him does not subside
Ramdas questions AAP
Giriraj's offending words against Sonia and Rahul
Heavy rains disrupt life in J and K
UPPSC paper leaked exam cancelled
45 min video of Arvind Kejriwal's speech released by AAP
Yogendra Yadav and Prashant Bhushan out from AAP National
Executive.
Sanitation workers on Delhi streets to demand salary dues
Rahul search on but Congress declares date for next Prez
election
Delhi Nitish meets PM Modi
Youngest achiever AAP hit by internal feud
An air tragedy in India too
Another big air crash and 150 dead
SC's landmark judgement on social media freedom
CBI enquiry into the mysterious death of IAS officer DK Ravi
Chandigarh Municipal Corporation's embarrassing goofup
Jats will hold mahapanchayat on the reservation issue on May
11
Two more churches attacked
India to become first country in world to have biometric data
More than meets eye in Ravi's death
An auspicious day various festivals are being celebrated
across India
Another terror attack in J and K
J and K terror attack , three policemen killed, nine injured
Over twenty two people dead, 50 injured in rail derailment
Another terror strike rocks J and K
Fresh summons to actor Mithun Chakraborty in Sarada scam
Antrix deal CBI files cases and conducts raids
Ban on controversial BBC documentary to stay HC
Mysterious death of IAS officer Ravi
Tracking illicit wealth stashed abroad will become easier
Now Mahatma Gandhi under attack
Rahul Gandhi snoopgate case uproar in Parliament
CID enquiry into nun's gangrape
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Enquiries about Rahul  it is political espionage says Congress
Lakhvi will stay in jail for another one month
Violence rocks Kerala during budget presentation
Release of Mumbai blast mastermind ZakiurRehman Lakhvi
Separatist leader Masarat Alam's release continues to baffle
Exchange of letter bombs
Hum aapke saath Congress to Manmohan Singh
Trouble time for former PM Manmohan Singh
Trouble time for former PM Manmohan Singh
Four AAP netas accuse Prashant and Yogendra of conspiring
PDPBJP one in Alam's release NC
Lynching of a rape accused in Dimapura big issue.
Uproar continues over release of separatist leader in J and K
War in AAP is on
Sri Lanka's threat on Indian fishermen
Ban on Nirbhaya film OK BJP
Chautalas will have to undergo their sentence in jail
BBC's controversial film on Nirbhaya telecast despite ban
Uproar over rapist's interview
Spirited defence of Land acquisition Bill in Parliament by PM
Anna's 1,100km padyatra to put pressure on Modi government
War in AAP out in open, turns uglier
BJP interprets Mufti's controversial statement
Muslims safest India  majority community is liberal by nature
MP Yogi Adityanath
After the Budget now Modi sarkar attention on its Bills
Jagmohan Dalmiya back as BCCI head
Rift in AAP
Congress at war over Rahul Gandhi
Mufti Md Sayeed takes oath as CM J and K
Land Bill PM Modi trying to reach out to opposition
Mufti meets Modi
Rail budget presented no hike in passenger fares
Two more arrested in corporate espionage case
RSS chief's remarks on Mother Teresa evoke sharp comments
Congress rally against Land acquisition
Another encounter in J and K two terrorists killed
8member committee to seek farmers' suggestions on land
acquisition bill
New controversy over Mother Teresa name
Sadak se sansad tak it is all uproar over Land acquisition Bill
Budget session begins with President's address
Anna Hazare back in Delhi
Corporates worried heat may soon reach the top
Another encounter in north Kashmir's Baramulla district
Police should target top people benefitting from leaked
documents
Manjhi resigns
Corporate espionage ?
Bihar Spl meeting boycotted by BJP and Manjhi supporters
No demolitions in Delhi Not for now
Kiran Bedi's defence in an open letter
Egypt's airstrikes in Libya retaliation for beheading of is
citizens
Sena hits again how can BJP support a commission taking
agent Manjhi
India's Victory over Pakistan for the sixth timeVow
Bihar all dalits are mahadalits
Time to analyse the meaning of Kejriwal taking over
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Delhi will be made corruption free
D day of Aam Aadmi Party
India is world's fastest growing economy PM
Witness in rape case against Asaram stabbed
Time to rethink policies and priorities by PM
BangaloreErnakulam Intercity Express derails Eight reported
dead
Kejriwal meets PM Modi
All eyes on Kejriwal's cabinet
Bad news for Nitish Kumar
After the big win, a small notice
Story of Zero and Hero
Blunder that became an opportunity
Historic verdict AAP's tsunami in Delhi
It is Kejriwal and Kejriwal in Delhi
Political crisis in Bihar Manjhi ousted
Another rape in Jaipur
Police swoops down on protest in Delhi against church attacks
Hectic activity marks the last day of campaigning for Delhi
Assembly polls
Goswani sacked LC Goyal is the new Home Secretary
Paach Sawaal Kejriwal attack continues
Air crash in Taiwan
Kiran Bedi's election office attacked
Mess in Delhi first a resignation and then withdrawl
Prime Minister Narendra Modi will go to China in May
Delhi elections poster war brings in Kejriwal Community
ISIS has done it and Japan is angry
AAP a backstabber
Why of Jayanti bomb
AAP's manifesto for Delhi
Today's paanch sawaal Kejriwal
Jayanti Natarajan blasts Rahul Gandhi
JaYanti quits hits Rahul hard
Sunanda son will be questioned
S Jaishankar is the new foreign secretary
Kiran bedi two election commission cards
Kiran Bedi has declared her program and priorities
Shiv Sena demands permanent deletion of word secular
Amar Singh questioned in Sunanda case
66th Republic Day celebrations
Breakthrough over matters impacting landmark civil nuclear deal
Pakistani Rangers resort to firing before Obama visit
Red carpet for Obama
United States President Barack Obama is here
Ramdev declines a padma award
Kiran Bedi continues to be under fire from AAP
Too many items on Delhi's plate
North India continues to be in the grip of extreme cold
conditions
National Girl Child Day
India is all set for the big visit
Defence Minister's statement needs more details
Bomb blast in Bihar court
All is fair in politics
Gurunath Meiyappan and Raj Kundra guilty SC
Still political uncertainty in Jammu and Kashmir
Last nomination day
Tread carefully in Sunanda case Swamy
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Kiran vs Kejriwal
BJP will fight AAP in Delhi but BJP will also fight itself
Another fierce gun fighting between armed forces and two
terrorists in Sopore
Terror attack threat at Mumbai airport
Censor Board chief Leela Samson resigns
No political pressure in Sunanda death probe Rajnath Singh .
Kejriwal is not a resident of Delhi NGO
67th Army Day
104 bodies found floating in river Ganga
Setback to SalmanS C sets aside Raj HC order
Who will win Delhi assembly elections
Delhi elections on February 7
CBI to question Mukul Roy
India and U S have invested in relationship that will deepen
Paris historic display of defiance against terrorism
Vibrant India message at Vibrant Gujarat Summit
Bugle for Delhi elections has been sounded
Governor's rule in Jammu and Kashmir
It is literally freezing cold in North India
PM Modi wants Indian diaspora to help transform India
U turn by Saakshi Maharaj
Every Hindu woman must have 4 children Sakshi Maharaj
SIT starts investigations into Sunanda case
Sunanda Pushkar was poisoned, Delhi police files murder case
Arvind Panagariya appointed vice chairman of Niti Aayog
Pak Rangers continue mortar shelling
Rajasthan Govt cancels land to Vadra in Bikaner
Alert after security agencies warn of hijack attempt
Make records related to allotment of land, bungalows public
CIC
More firing from the Pakistani side followed by retaliatory action
by India
Fishing boat,from Pak explodes after high drama
Suspected criminals open fire on a SAP patrol party in train
Chill, rain in Delhi
RSS pracharak behind 'ghar wapsi' program asked to lie low
HAPPY NEW YEAR
BJP President Amit Shah has got the much desired relief
Debris of the ill fated Air Asia plane finally spotted ?
Supercold Monday in Delhi
Bengaluru rocked by a low intensity blast
Air Asia flight crashed into sea ?
AirAsia plane carrying 162 people missing
Raghubar Das is the new Jharkhand Chief Minister
Eight people die in fire at timberwood plant in Bhiwandi
Stalemate in J and K
Search operations in Assam's violence hit areas
Modi visits Varanasi Good Governance Day celebrations
started
Who will occupy the CM chair in J and K ?
Violence in Assam has already claimed 70 lives
J and K who will be CM ?
Atal Bihari Vajpayee, Madan Mohan MalaviyaBharat Ratna
Religious conversions and PM Modi's silence
Big win in Jharkhand and J and K for BJP
26/ 11 attacks in Mumbai in 2008 could have been thwarted
Ex Janata parivar back in action
Cold and fog no mercy on Monday
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It is ghar wapasi RSS chief Bhagwat
100 Christian tribals converted to Hinduism in Gujarat
Exit polls Modi wave still on
Delhi on high alert Tihar security tightened
Lakhvi won't be out of jail
Pak Court grants bail to LeT commander Lakhvi
Bharatiya Janata Party leader Navjot Singh Sidhu has tough
time in Jammu
Hand over Saeed and Dawood to India
Na mein Hindu na musalmaan, mein ek hindustani
Mass conversions in Agra, Aligarh next ?
Uber Taxi service banned in Delhi, Telangana
Third phase voting in Jharkhand and Jammu and Kashmir over
now wait for fourth.
Help me develop Kashmir Modi
Eye camp 23 blinded after failed cataract operation
Terror strikes in Kashmir valley had a reason PM Modi
Black Friday four terrorists attacks, elevent killed
Uproar over Sadhvi Niranjan Jyoti's remarks continues
BJP and Shiv Sena back together
PM Modi says Sadhvi has apologised let house function
Ramzaadonharamzaadon remark by BJP's Minister Sadhvi
Niranjan Jyoti
30 years of Bhopal gas tragedy
Shiv Sena BJP saath saath again
Polling for second phase in Jharkhand and J and K
Naxal attack claims 14 lives
Haryana's bravehearts
PM Modi policemen's lives full of tensions
Sajjad Lone  an RSS stooge !
50 crore for establishment of a National Police Memorial in
Delhi
Grenade attack at Lal Chowk
India can't remain unaffected by Islamic State activities Home
Minister
Modi in Kashmir talks only development
Black shawls in Lok Sabha
Modi addressing SAARC summit recalls pain of 26/11 terrorist
attack
Big blow to Srinivasan by Supreme Court
First phase voting in J and K and Jharkhand
Ex coal minister who was PM then should have been examined
Bihar BJP leader Srikant Bharti shot dead  violent protests
follow
Everyone's responsibility to run the Government PM
BJP Shiv Sena back together !
Modi in Kashmir
Danger sword is now over Mamta Banerjee
Obama's yes to Modi's invite will be Chieg Guest at R Day
function
Shahi Imam some respite but son ceremony has no legal
sanctity
Modi in Jharkhand
Bihar CM to ban entry of seven ministers if Bihar not helped
Rampal arrested, bail cancelled
Police locked in battle to evict Rampal
Rampal ashram area a virtual battlefield.
Mid term polls in Maharashtra ?
CM Fadanvis meets Uddhav at Bal Thackrey memorial
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Grand welcome in Sydney for Modi
Modi Express flagged off in Australia
PM Modi raises black money issue during G20 Summit
Article 370 in BJP manifesto
Police stop reporters and Kunal Ghosh interaction
Economic reforms are necessary and they need a push
Petrol and diesel excise tax up but prices to stay stable
Saradha scam accused MP Kunal Ghosh attempts suicide
Chhattisgarh killer doctor arrested blames substandard drugs
Army convicts seven soldiers in fake encounter case
India, U S compromise formula on food subsidies
It is Devendra in Maharashtra he wins trust vote but by voice
only
Lone meets Modi sparks speculation
Eight dead, 55 serioussterilisation drive causes havoc
Shiv Sena strikes
Voting is now compulsory in the local body elections
Jharkhand Congress complains to EC
Modi's cabinet expansion
BJP tussle within over who will be Goa CM
Delhi to Varanasi P M Modi takes cleanliness drive to Assi
Ghat
PM MOdi adopts Jayapur
PM Modi's date with Varanasi
Torpedo Recovery Vessel sinks off Visakhapatnam coast
Gujaratis who hate Marathis should be out of Mumbai Nitesh
Rane
Modi's cabinet rejig soon
For a stable Govt either SS or NCP has to join
Intelligence alert  Kolkata and its ports may be targetted
LG recommends, Centre Okays dissolution of Delhi assembly
60 killed near Wagah border in Pakistan
Unauthorised disclosure of names of black money holders can
sabotage investigationFM
Law will take its own course on the land deals of Vadra CM
Khattar
Will bring back "every penny of money" stashed abroad PM
Vadra snaps at reporter and creates more controversy
Rahul Gandhi must take over Digvijay
Don't take people for granted Shiv Sena to BJP.
Transparency and effective service mechanism  Fadnavis
Maharashtra's new Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis swornin
Day to remember the Iron manSardar Patel
A set back for Congress in another poll bound state
Raja, Kanimozhi, Dayalu Ammal in money laundering case
NO five star meetings, first class air travel Modi sarkar mantra
Delhi LG's move to talk to political parties positive SC
Polluting industries along the Ganga should be closedSC
List of black money holders put before SC
Notification for the first phase of Jammu and Kashmir assembly
polls issued
CM of Maharashtra  Devendra Gangadharrao Fadnavis.
SC pulls up Centre over Delhi Govt formation
BJP in Delhi
Three persons named in black money account case
Shiv Sena has agreed to support Bharatiya Janata Party's CM
candidate
NDA' MPs chai pe charcha with PM
Challenges galore before new CM Haryana
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Manohar Lal Khattar sworn in as the first BJP Chief Minister of
Haryana.
Narendra Modi does not fail to play surprise cards
Elections in J and K and Jharkhand announced
PM to meet new NDA MPs
PM announces special package for Kashmir
PM Modi in Kashmir
Vadra deals in Haryana will be probed Jaitley
Devendra Fadnavis in Maharashtra
Diwali in Kashmir Modi
Maha CM tricky choice
Manohar Lal KhattarHaryana Chief Minister
DD and Air Modi's preferred media
NCP and Sena willing BJP has to choose its partner
Diesel rate down, gas up
BJP the clear winner
Be alert enemy may be invisible Modi
Blame game in Congress
J Jayalalithaa convicted in a disproportionate assets case,
granted bail
Shramev Jayate PM Narendra Modi's new slogan
Encouraging voter participation but marred by violence
D day for Maharashtra and Haryana
Again heavy firing and shelling from across the border
PM Modi announces interim relief of Rs. 1000 crore to A P
22 dead Vizag worst affected
Dera Sacha Sauda declares support for BJP
UN refuses to intervene in Indo Pak conflict
Fingers crossed times for political parties and leaders
Alarm as Kashmir wakes up to ISIS flags
Kashmir border on the boil one Army jawan killed
Sunanda roughed up by hubby  Swamy
Vote BJP for development Modi to Haryana voters
Jayalalitha should quit party post ?
Cross border firing across Jammu border continue
Sunanda Pushkar death a murder ?
Om Prakash Chautala faces prospect of being sent back to jail
Vadra DLF deal Okay no violation of model code
Firing from Pakistan side continues
Fourteen people injured in Budhana clash
2,500 people in borderarea shifted to makeshift camps
BSF posts continue to be targetted
J Jayalalithaa  all set to knock the doors of Supreme Court
Twelve wagons of a goods train derailed
Uddahav blasts Modi and team
Pak shells BSF posts
Narendra Modi takes on Sharad Pawar
Bihar vows to punish culprits for stampede incident
INLD ropes in Yo Yo Honey Singh
The end of Hajj
Javdekar defends live telecast by Doordarshan of RSS chief
Mohan Bhagwat's address
Obama,Modi join hands to choke financial support to D
Company and Terror outfits in Pakistan
Modi silent on Shiv Sena
Promises galore too woo electorate
Haryana campaign 's big focus on social media
Swachh Bharat Mission launched by Prime Minister
Three armymen killed as helicopter crashes
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Modi Obama meet results in siginificant help for India
Twelve dead as two speeding passenger trains collide
J Jayalalithaa to remain in jail till October 6
Modi factor at test in Haryana
Obama and Modi special meeting
Grand welcome for Modi at Madison Square Garden.
China finds US efforts to woo Modi ludicruous
Justice Dattu is the 42nd Chief Justice of India
O Paneerselvam is the new Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu
CM Maharashtra resignation accepted
J Jayalalitha, 3 associates four years imprisonment
PM Modi in America
Om Prakash Chautala must surrender on or before October 17
Four single but big parties fight in Maharashtra
BJP and Shiv Sena marriage over
PM Modi's America visit
Congress candidates for all 90 seats
Govt needs help from states to clean Ganga
Chinese intrusions continue
PM Modi's initiative to monitor progress
Maharashtra seat sharing main issue with both alliances
Chinese incursions continue in Ladakh
High powered meeting for selecting Haryana BJP candidates
Kejriwal put on trial in defamation case
Poll notification for Maharashtra polls
Congress eyes Haryana
Indian muslims patriotic Modi
Dalai Lama praises Xi Jinping
Ajit Singh's supporters tried to cut water supply
Will not reveal name of whistleblower Prashant Bhushan
Lavish welcome for China's President.
Poor relief distribution in Kashmir
Patel would have handled Kashmir issue better
Gujarat taught me to govern Modi
BJP's time for introspection
Reveal name of whistleblower in CBI chief case SC
AAP in Haryana via municipal elections
Haryana elections on 15th October, result on 19th
KamalNath's hit at ex PM Manmohan Singh
J and K floodsgrowing fear of waterborne disease outbreak
Ex CAG blasts UPA Govt and Manmohan Singh
Case against BJP leader Yogi Adityanath
Challenging times ahead for J and K
One more scam details from abroad
Sops by Hooda worry the INLD and BJP
Haryana elections BJP's list of 43 out
Threat from Telangana CM
Beware Gujarat, Maharashtra heavy rains to hit
Centre given one more mth to decide on elections in Delhi
Mulayam Singh Yadav should have taken birth in Pakistan
Worst period for Jammu and Kashmir in six decades
Maoists blow up stretch of railway tracks near Latehar
Jammu and Kashmir floods toll crosses 150
S C stays death sentence execution of Nithari killer for one
week
Mamta in Saradha scam
BJP will win assembly elections also Amit Shah
Jammu and Kashmir in bad shape
CBI moves SC against NGO's advocate
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2002 Gujarat riots Modi can't be blamedAustralian PM
Leaders clash over ticket distribution in Haryana
Delhi may soon have a BJP Government
A big blow to DLF by Punjab and Haryana HC
CBI chief in the dock over reported meetings
Al Qaeda  all set to open centre in the Indian subcontinent
US vs ISIS situation worsens
SC displeased with Centre's work on cleaning Ganga
Supreme Court's another step towards reviewing plea of death
convicts
It is wooing Haryana time for all parties
Modi woos Japanese industry
India and Japan explore new avenues of partnership
Work begins on Modi's vow to end open defecation
BJP refuses to hold talks with Pakistan during SAARC
PM should take call on tainted ministers
Coal block allocations from 1993 to 2008 illegal
BJP most likely to fight Haryana on its own
Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana launched
Zero defect manufacturing sector  PM Modi
"Come Make in India " PM 's new mantra
For God's sake behave President to MPs
In Leh PM Modi inaugurates the hydel power project
Haryana not many aspirants for Congress tics
Narendra Modi visits Pashupatinath temple
Rahul stopped Sonia from becoming PM
Big controversy impacts Haryana politics
Modi's stress is on infrastructure development
New Haryana Governor
Delhi BJP is ready Delhi President Satish Upadhyay
Inflation down achhe din actually ?
Amit Shah is the new BJP president
Modi to follow Atal dreams for Kashmir
Jai Mata Di. Jai Ho Vaishno Devi train ki
Dowry cases landmark judgement by SC
Sunanda Pushkar's death was it suicide/drug overdose/murder
?
ISIS decalres Abu Bakr as the Caliph
First time MPs ki pathshala
Plight of 39 held captive in Iraq
INS Vikramaditya dedicated to the nation
Modi team backs Dalbir Singh in row over next army chief
Ab result maange desh Modi
Ministers attention please No family members in personal staff
War of words over article 370
Another MiG21 fighter aircraft crashes
Early bird Narendra Modi
Modi's ministers and their portfolios
Modi's dream team His Cabinet
Rajghat first stop for Modi
Gopinath and Shazia Ilmi quit AAP
Modi should not take tainted in his Cabinet
Rahul vs Sonia
Rahul and Priyanka's thanksgiving trip to Amethi.
Modi elected formally as BJP parliamentary party chief
Ab ki baar Modi ka number and security agencies get tense
Amit Shah Senapati ho to aisa
Modi's busy schedule
Modi's thanksgiving in Kashi
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Modi's supervijay road show in Delhi
Odisha Naveen clout is only growing
Biggest mandate for a singleparty since 1984
Country waiting with baited breath
Malaisamy dismissed for bringing disrepute to AIADMK
Shiv Sena attacks Rahul
Modi meets leaders close to him
Why all terrorists from one Community ? another controversial
statement
BJP in consultations
More the merrier BJP wants as many partners as possible
Lt Gen Dalbir Singh Suhag is India's next Army Chief
Modi to be PM
Modi and Mamata they will come together Rahul
Modi vs Gandhi parivaar.
Agenda is development, will make Kashi World class Modi
Hot, dirty, vicious the war of words between Modi and
Priyanka
From UP's worst performing district to one that world will
recognise
Amit Shah calls Azamgarh  Atankgarh
Mamata vs Modi Mamata under sharpest attack by Modi
Appointment of the next Army chief may be put on hold
Blast at Chennai station one dead dozen injured
Modi may be in bigger trouble than thought
Modi vs Mamata
Modi wave not a myth
Babus vs netas
Modi all out for himself in various interviews
Why do netas talk so much ?
Officials transfered but it still is Mamta vs Election Commission
now
Polling starts
Muslims are being misled, they are being cheated Modi
FIR against Moily
Opposition scared of BJP's growing popularity
It is Advani from Gandhinagar
Kabhi haan, Kabhi Naa now Advani says next PM Modi
Modi targets the Shehzada Rahul
Boti Boti comment  most talked of comment.
Congress heart beats for Reliance
Masood arrested for hate speech against Modi
Foul language  common feature with politicians
Yes, It is good bye from BCCI for N Srinivasan
Modi's AK attack on Kejriwal, Congress and terrorism
Black ink, eggs, angry slogans greet Kejriwal
A big blow was delivered by the Supreme Court to N Srinivasan
Jaswant Singh files nomination from Barmer
Five hours after entry to Pramod Muthalik he was shown the
door
Har Har Modi not our slogan says a defensive BJP
BJP problems within
Congress in trouble in Andhra
Two AAP members sacked for demanding money
Life imprisonment in Shakti Mill gangrape case of tel operator
Chidambaram out, son Karti in
Bharatiya Janata Party elders just do not want to retire
Shaktimill gangrape case four accused convicted
Advani from Gandhinagar drama continues
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All attention on eastern UP specially Varanasi
Modi from Varanasi finally
One slip Kejriwal won't forget
Fiddle with Delhi if you like but not with Mumbai Shiv SEna to
Kejriwal
Respite for Devyani and India
Naxal attack kills 20 jawans
RSS can't chant Namo Namo as it breaks its "maryada "
BJP Dissent within is out
Third accident in ten days to hit Navy
International Womens Day was celebrated
Five Indian die in Malaysian airlines crash
Unconventional , brazen Kejriwal
Rahul takes on RSS
Modi blasts Nitish in Bihar
Sunday ka Funda three top rallies in UP
Kejriwal starts Lok Sabha campaign
Small traders must learn to work with big investors Modi
Admiral Joshi quits after submarine accident
2014 election will be chemistry and not maths based Modi
Third Front formally here
Bihar in grip of high voltage drama
Shinde attacks electronic media then retracts
Now Kejriwal's letter to Rahul Gandhi
Fog hits Delhi NCR again flights affected
Modi will serve as watchman
Rahul vs Modi Rahul's scathing attack on Modi
Modi tries to woo North East
Capital of Seemandhra Vishakapatnam or Vijaywada
Finally Telangana Bill passed by both Houses
Rajiv Gandhi killers to be free soon
Furore over birth of Telangana behind closed doors, darkness
Rajiv Gandhi killers death sentence commuted to life term
NE students in Delhi fight for survival
AAP first list out dissent in
AAP's target is clear Power at Centre.
AAP's first list for Lok Sabha
It is President's rule in Delhi
Will Anna help Kejriwal ?
Modi not a chaiwala but a canteen contractor Congress
Kejriwal has run away from responsibility
No Delhi crown for me Kejriwal
Moving fast on gas pricing issue Kejriwal 's letter to PM
Chalte Chalte Government gifted the people its railway please
all plan
Kejriwal's big attack on Reliance
Match spot fixing yes, Meiyappan is guilty
Drama bandh karo BJP to Kejriwal
No NE development under Congress Modi
Pyaar  Janlokpal  ke liye kuch bhi karega Kejriwal
PM ki Kursi more aspirants
Passing Janlokpal not easy for AAP
In Bengal, say what Bengalis like
Sex trade in Delhipimps pushing Ugandan Women into flesh
trade
AAP's Loklap should be in sync with Central Lokpal Congress
Who is behind conspiracy to defame and pull down AAP ?
Jo vaada Kiya woh nibhana padega EC to Pol parties
Now corrupt netas statewise list by AAP
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Delhi games on power for power
Violence against students from North Eastern states
Sibbal dares Kejriwal
SC satisfied with police action against Kejriwal dharna
Nitish blasts Rahul
Will AAP break, will it crack, will Congress withdraw support ?
Dharna calledf off by rebel Binny
India's biggest festival
Bharti centrestage of AAP politics
Item girl, madari, joker all of them for Kejriwal
The great Indian PM debate reaches foreign shores
For Congress end of Kejriwal dharna not all's well that ends
well story
Rahul Gandhi vs Kumar Vishwas in Amethi
Repay in the same coin Congress will ask people on support
Aftermath of AAP dharna
Kejriwal dharna case reaches Supreme Court
Kejriwal's dharna continues spend night in the cold
Yes, I am an anarchist Kejriwal
Both Kejriwal and police in fix over security!
AAP neta in trouble overactivism under cloud !
Sunday talk of country Shashi Sunanda love story
Why, Why, Why did Sunanda die and the reasons of death
Sunanda dead husband Tharoor in hospital
In his new avtaar Rahul on the offensive
Will lead Congress 2014 battle but not as PM candidate
Arrogant, Dictator, Cheat this is Kejriwal Binny
Too soon, too fast good times, bad times for AAP
Delhi shamed again why is it refusing to learn ?
I am ready for any responsibility the party gives Rahul Gandhi
Ab baari Priyanka Ki
Coalscam CBI files status report in SC
Election time Mr Clean is in demand
Daggers are out in the open
Clamour for joining AAP now Milkha's Singh's family
Janata darbar chaos leads to early wind up
Complaints of corruption at 1031
India's titfortat action in devyani case
Oh My God.We call Bollywood personalities to perform and so
much uproar
Kiran Bedi to vote for Narendra Modi
India and America continue showing their muscle in Devyani
case.
Average of 1000 calls against corruption on helpline Kejriwal
One up on Manmohan Singh Narendra Modi's jibe
AAP office attacked over Bhushan's Kashmir remarks
Fire in Bandra Dehradun Express ten dead
Priyanka the face of Congress for Lok Sabha elections ?
AAP has clarity on reservation based on caste, gender and
class
Commonwealth games corruption cases to be reopened
Kejriwal
Goa building collapse takes toll of 20
Nothing succeeds like successNow national politics declares
AAP
Manmohan's farewell message  sum and all of his press
conference
AAM to Khas journey of kejriwal criticised , U turn now
Trust vote won now priority Janlokpal for Kejriwal
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Kejriwal wins vote of confidence in Delhi Vidhan Sabha
Welcome 2014 Millions celebrate
Another promise fulfilled power rates cut by 50 percent
Yuvraj Rahul to become King ?
Corruption charge against Virbhadra Congress in trouble
Jo vaada kiya wo nibhayaa
Communal riot victims Literally and figuratively in the cold
Wait for free water may not be long
Give me ten days to develop grievance redressal system
Kejriwal
Kejriwal style and stamp clear on Day two of CM Kejriwal
Congratulations time for Kejriwal
Is this end of the road for dirty politics ? Kejriwal takes oath as
Delhi CM
Tragedy strikes AP again 25 dead as train catches fire
Action against Adarsh scamsters necessary Rahul
First time Modi expresses sorrow over Gujarat riots
Centre using its powers to bully AAP alleges AAP
Clash between BJP and Congress over Modi case
Delhi's new CM to take oath on 28th
Domestic helps in America the issue needs to be addressed
Impasse over Indian diplomat leads to more tensions
Cover up after bugle of dissent by AAP ministerial contender
No end to Devyani row
Kejriwal leads in new ideas
Too many issues linked to Devyani case
Corruption nation's biggest problem Rahul Gandhi
AAP is more or less decided will form Government
America refuses to apologise or take back case against
Devyani
Drop charges against Devyani unconditionally India to US
Arrogance unlimited Kejriwal wants to call all shots
Lokpal Bill passed in Loksabha
Dadagiri's answer is dadagiri, not Gandhigiri India shows spine
India hits back annoyance grows over maltreatment of Devyani
Lokpal passed in Rajya Sabha Samajwadi Party walks out
AAP goes e way will hold quick referendum on Govt formation
Delhi janata is Pehle aap for AAP Govt formation in Delhi still
hazy
India annoyed over maltreatment of its diplomat in America
Disqualification of MLAs and MPs only after conviction ?
Anna vs Arvind widening rift making Congress happy
Seemandhra vs Telangana acrimony and fights as Telangana
Bill tabled
SC tough on convicted MLAs and MPs
Justice Ganguly adamant won't quit. Asks how was the
affadavit leaked ?
Jaisingh makes public details of sexual harrassment case
against Justice Ganguly
Season's first fog  winter sets in
Anna takes on Kejriwal over Lokpal
President's rule in Delhi LG's reccomendation to President
Gay sex not natural can't justify Rajnath Singh
IT dept claims Kingfisher assets
Congress reacts to Kejriwal's 18 conditions
Narayan Murthy all for Modi and Amartya Sen for AAP
Need ten days time to decide Kejriwal to LG
Forget present look to future prospects Delhi politics become
a playground
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Seven killed in Mumbai massive fire in 26storey Mont Blanc
building
13 December  Day of Parliament House terrorist attack
The great Indian Black money record  4 lakh crores went out
An Ordinance to give quick relief to gays ?
America and United Nations take lead in condemning SC
verdict
SC judgement on gay rights attracts strong reactions
Sexual relationship between gays not Ok says SC
Won't quit Justice Ganguly
BJP and AAp must come together for the sake of Delhi
Red light car only for people with constitutional posts SC
Signs of ancient life found by Nasa's Mars rover
Digvijay defends Rahul
Sonia ka atmamanthan
Shiela Dikshit admits a defeat failed to raed people mandate
No mood for birthday celebrations
Kiran Reddy revolts against Congress High Command
BJP on top  clean sweep in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh
Another cyclonic storm comes knocking
Delhi's Election Commission's show cause notice to AAP
convener Arvind Kejriwalhown as poll expe
Pm defends his Govt
Tarun Tejpal case to be tried in a fast track court
National Security Agency traces five billion cellphones
everyday
GoM clears Telangana with 10 districts
Nelson Mandela is no more
Markets welcome Exit polls victory for BJP
BJP happy and worried may need AAP
Exit polls say balle balle for BJP in Delhi, Rajasthan and MP
D day for Delhi voting on
Finally Narayan Sai arrested
Bihar another Naxal attack eight policemen killed
Winter session of Parliament
No relief for Sajjan Kumar
Congress is angry Tewari rubbishes report on Sonia's riches
Tejpal taken to Goa hotel for reconstruction of crime scene
In question  'juvenility' of an offender
Terrorist attack in Kashmir
Sonia Gandhi richer than Queen Elizabeth
Rajasthanfate of cadidatessealedrecord 74 percent polling
Tejpal no bail now jail life
Article 370 needs to be debated Modi
Tarun Tejpal is changing colours like a chameleon
Congress is unhappy with BJP use of Red Fort as its backdrop
Some respite for Tejpal
Supreme Court panel probing sexual harassment charges gives
report
Tejpal no arrest till hearing in court
Rahul too getting acidic
EC's warning to parties  show some restraint
Modi a craze in Rajasthan
Tejpal case Shoma resigns
ED gets SC notice
Difficult path for Tarun Tejpal now
SC to strictly deal with sexual harrassment cases
Life term for Talwar couple
Bail for Tejpal hearing on Wednesday
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What if most voters choose option of "none of the above "?
Tehelka editor case more public tehelka
More "ayes" for Narendra Modi
Lok adalats can be an answer to pending cases
Stung Tehelka on defensive
Nepal elections Prachanda wins his seat
Caught in sting operation AAP's political road not easy
Trouble for AAP
"Khooni Panja" comment of Modi is not OK
Issue snooping of a woman by Gujarat government?
Agusta Westland denies any wrong doing
ATMs under threat
CBI constitutional  yes
Indian Americans in America want Modi
Khooni Panja quote under Election Commission scanner
Battle for Delhi
Indias first interplanetary mission Isros Mars Orbiter
Five kg cylinders at petrol pumps
Bad times for Andhra
IB ALERT Modi gets extra security
Diwali gift from Rohit
Tragedy in Andhra
Best Diwali gift Modi could get
Asaram no respite from SC.
Sardar Patel remembered with heavy dose of politics
Sardar Patel remembered with heavy dose of politics
Nation remembers former Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
Delhi mein AAP Arvind Kejriwal on a high
Violence hits Mujaffarnagar again four dead
Change river course to save Kedarnath
Tragedy consumes thirty lives  near Hyderabad
Rahul's remarks linking ISI to Muzaffarnagar victims EC to see
BJP BALLE BALLE IN MP AND CHHATTISGARH
Intelligence Bureau passed , Bihar police failed
Patna blasts culprits caught
BJP complaint against Rahul
Indian Army junior commissioned officer killed
Hunkar of serial blasts in Patna
Jagan Mohan Reddy's public meeting for United Andhra
Bomb blast at Patna station
BMC AGAINST ILLEGAL CONSTRUCTIONS
Election Commission to watch social media use/abuse by
netas
Rahul exploiting people Rajnath
Modi takes on Rahul
Aftermath of cyclone
Rahul the Congress Yuvraj is getting emotional
Indo Pak border violations by PAK cause tensions
Mortgaging house to earn a monthly income
No interference in gold hunt case
Pakistani's growing defiance of India
NO ABHINETA ONLY THE RIGHT NETA MODI
PM finally admits his stamp of approval in Hindalco case
It was Modi all the way the lion has arrived
More industry big wigs to be in CBI net
SOB  SOB Rahul's emotional story
NIRA RADIA  more trouble
Naxals strike in Maharashtra
Nail Prime Minister
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Aarushi TalwarHemraj double murder case
Now assessment of damage and stepping up relief
Coalgate heat reaches door of KumarManglam Birla
A disaster averted
Politics over tragedy
Politics over tragedy.
Opposition to Telangana
Phailin has waned  moving into interiors
Chandrababu Naidu back in his state
Cyclonic storm Phailin came but fury less than expected relief
Thanksgiving time after cyclonic storm Phailin cools down
Disaster not natural but man made stampede in MP
Cyclone President cuts short his trip
Cyclone trains cancelled
State Govt to built Ram temple in Ayodhya ?
Sachin Tendulkar wants to play his farewell Test in Mumbai
Rahul vs Modi
High levels of good cholesterol
Asaram in more trouble
Telangana falloutChandrababu Naidu removed from AP
Bhawan
Bye Sachin
Respite from power woes in Seemandhra
Muzaffarnagar  tense again
Summon Gen Singh before the assembly Speaker orders
YSR Congress chief Jaganmohan Reddy in hospital
Media trial against him irks ASARAM
CBI to wind up probe in disproportionate assets case
Infiltration continues despite army's stern meaures
DAAGI NETAS  WHAT TO DO
A lookout notice against Asaram son
Telangana will it or will it not happen
Seemandhra agitation turns aggressive
Narendra Modi: Hope UPA 'cures' don't become India's
'diseases'
Indian army stays alert and aggressive in Kashmir
Chidambaram again promises economicrecovery
Arvind Kejriwal sure of winning Delhi
Poll dates in five states announced
13 Terror recruits from Kerala sentenced to life
Digvijay Singh rules out uturn on Telangana
Five years jail for Lalu
Rahul vs Manmohan
Nawaz Sharif insults Manmohan
Manmohan ka man toota
Convicted politicians should stay out Rahul
Aadhar card scheme
SPECIAL STATUS TO BIHAR AND ODISHA
Manmohan  third term
Modi lashed out at UPA
CBI role  questions again
Mumbai photojournalist gangrape case
SC gets tough on coal scam
Blame game for riots
Modi birthday  BJP celebrates
Asaram in jail yet threatening
Akhilesh visits Mujaffarnagar gets black flag welcome
Sardar Patel STATUE biggest and tallest in the world
N Srinivasan has returned
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WE WILL WIN ELECTIONS
VIOLENCE IN NORTH EAST
It Is Modi all the way in BJP now
Delhi Nirbhaya caseDeath sentence for gang rapists
Disclose details of assets or criminal antecedents A MUST
SP warming up to Congress
Rift in Samajwadi party
Kedarnath puja begins
Modi onlly BJP must announce soon says RSS
Gang rape punishement reserved till Friday
Rape victim wants to be IAS officer
Mumbai gang rape
MODI VS RAHUL  SHOW OF STRENGTH
Communal clashes Top police officers removed
Flood threat in Assam
Tense situation in Muzaffarnagar
Normal life disrupted in the valley
CCTV surveillance system at 20 important stations
Andhra on the boil again
Supreme Court banning politicians in jailrejected by Parliament
Music and J and K
Vanzara letter more trouble for Modi
Missing coal gate files
Kanda gets interim bail
Shameful , Bizarre incident of rape
Land acquisition with fair compensation gets nod
Election time pension bill passed
Bhatkal confessions
No bail for ASaram more of jail
No bail for ASaram more of jail
Vanzara bomb hits Modi and Amit Shah
Food Security Bill passed in Rajya Sabha also
Asaram has been sent to judicial custody till September 15
CLASH over Telangana in Parliament
Petrol pumps will shut at night people worried. Govt says no .
Modi gets Rajnath backing on Gujarat riots
Law does catch up saas bahu saga
Finally Asaram Bapu arrested
Bhatkal confesses
Petrol diesel prices go up again
Sonia's concernrising crimes against women
Three years for gangrape offender too little a punishment
Crime against women Modi concerned
BYE WORLD OF iNDIA FINANCE
RBI BLAMES GOVT
Asaram hits out at Sonia and Rahul
MISSING coalgate files angry SC asks Govt to produce them
Radical steps needed to reduce import of gold
Terrorist arrested
Building collapse in Vadodra
Re weak against several currencies
Gold on a shining spree
CBI AND SUPREME COURT  ONE VOICE ON trying
bureaucrats
Re falling , falling, falling, bad days ahead
RUPEE CRISIS TIME really
Sonia's ambitious Food Bill passed
Delhi BJP leadership still all not well
VHP Parikrama woes for Govt
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Yet Another gangrape policewowan the target
India no 3 as Internet user
We are first class citizensbut Third class govt
Finally Anil and Tina Ambani in court
Another shame another gangrape
Re falls sensex falls where is the fall taking us
VHP YATRA FOR RAM TEMPLE
Food Security scheme launched
COME CLEAN MR PM
CHARGESHEETED NO POLLS
TUNDA SINGING  PAK KI POL KHOL
How long will economic slowdown last
Mishandling may have led to disaster
No respite from blasts
Yet another violation by Pakistan
RAM TEMPLE MEDIATOR CAN BE MULAYAM
Modi's new friends from Bihar
MODI KE DOST
Most wanted Tunda arrested
Sad times for Navy
Clashes between two groups at Tilak Vihar
Durga can take care of herself SC
Rupee at all time low
We want change Modi
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh from RED FORT
Congress ka haath, damaad kay saath
Infiltration continues
Big setback Submarine blast
Pakistan continues to defy ceasefire
Congress in a fix Robert case is all embarrassment
Separate state Gorkhaland Mamta says not possible
Dawood in Pakistan
Pakistan no intention of stopping cornering India
Tension in Kishtwar
Delhi threatened
EidulFitr celebrated
Azamji changes tack on Durgaji
Specialist army of Pak behind attack in India Antony
Mayawati gets respite
Lokayukta post No says Justice Mehta
Adamant Akhilesh
What is Indian Govt doing asks Mulayam
Pakistan attack five Indian soldiers dead
Red light on the car love of politicians
Durga is stuck in the Centre UP state war
Teasing game on between SP and Congress
Telangana one step forward, one backward
Congress Vs SP Durga chargesheeted
Apni Zameen, Apna Aasmaan
Durga case jeopardises Food Security Bill
BCCI drama continues
Surely this bragging will harm Akhilesh Govt
Telangana difficulties increase for Congress
Durga Shakti case becomes a shakti test for Akhilesh
Durga will get justice or punishment ?
All parties one on this issue cant accept SC verdict on
criminals
BCCI and Dawood troubles ahead
Batla House encounter verdict out
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We want Vidharba. We want Gorkhaland..................
Telangana 29th state of India
Larger than life image of Modi ?Bigger than BJP ?
Lalu praises Modi
Stunts cross limits one dead
Planning Commision's poverty calculations wrong
Who is Congress PM candidate ?
One can fill stomach in one rupee also
Kargil war 14 years
Finally net closer to Salman Khan
Fill your tummy in five rupees
How does one decide punishment for an offender minor ?
MId day meal scare hits schools and teachers
Another helicopter tragedy in Kedarnath
Letter against Modi how many real signatories?
Visa to Modi
Nitish surfaces calls mid day deaths a conspiracy
RAHUL'S MEDIA PATHSHALA
U S Visa for Modi
Dil mein Hindutva Build a strong India RSS
Modi is the man message in America loud and clear
West Bengal strong headed !
Let janata decide the manifesto Rahul
Misuse of CBI special treatment to Mulayam
Uttarakhand still giving jitters
Mid day meal tragedy many questions remain
Ready setgo BJP but why noise over it asks Cong
Amarnath yatra resumes
Mid day meal that killed 23 had poison
CBI director no job after retirement
Dance bars will take time to reopen
Juvenile age 18 and not 16 SC
Big Bang reforms for economic uplift
Inflation woes BJP hits out at Congress
Bodhgaya culrprit sketch released
CBI autonomy
Monsoon session from August 5th
Leave Modi phobia develop development phobia
Secularism ke burqe ke peeche kaun Congress
HC says no caste based rallies Mayawati asks why not
Himachal jolted
Food Security reach the poor from Aug 20
Vote for Rahul
It is broad smile again for Modi
Rains causing havoc in Mumbai
Continuous story of crime in Crime State of UP
Many states worried over SC judgement
West Bengal Panchayat elections
Uttarakhand  still not out of trouble
Jai Ho Modi
Who is behind Bodhgaya blasts suspense continues
NO rallies on caste basis High Court
Gangrape accused a Juvenile judgement on 25th
Uttarakhand got some relief , now problem again
Bodhgaya no big lead no progress really
JMM, Congress saath saath in Jharkhand
Sodomy does in MP Minister
China's daredevilry
Leads in Mahabodhi probe
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Tu Tu  Mein Mein BJP and Congress at war
Bad news continues from Uttarakhand
Yes We are ready for elections BJP
Sabko sanmati de Bhagwaan
Poll on Good governance issue BJP
Bodhgaya investigations catch speed
Mayawati appeals to Brahmins
Target was Bodh Gaya
Crisis in Uttarakhand
IB up in arms against CBI
Budhists shocked  Mahabodhi hit
Modi 's entry in Nitish's Bihar
Floods in Assam
Magnificent Ram temple in Ayodhya
India China Rishta strong strong
JMM gets Congress hand in Jharkhand
Ishrat Jahan had terrorist links
China warns India
Election style and winning mantra
Early elections possibility is high
Mama will despose against Bhanja
CAN'T STOP BASHING MULAYAM BENI
Food security ordinance what's the hurry ?
New leader in Egypt
Why Bansal got a clean chit questions galore
Parrot in the cage will be free
Beni ke Badnam Bol Beni insane says SP
NO help to Snowden
Another Naxal attack nine dead
Uttarakhand tourism in crisis
Out of jail , out of AAA
Tu Tu Mein mein  BJPCong war gets uglier
Tewari vs Sushma
Another militant attack in Kashmir
Uttarakhandnow focus on rehab
Modi in MUmbai  met leaders
Bad news from Uttarakhand
Indian Rupee Hits New Record Low
India probing 1,704 money laundering, terror funding cases
Rains disrupts rescue work
Rajnath slams Congress and other parties
Salman in trouble
Disaster plans how effective
After "Rambo"Modi , it is Rahul
Monsoon may get even more unpredictable
Uttarakhand crisis hits power generation
BJP jail bharo plan postponed
Terrorist threat to Amarnath Yatra
Army in full action helping the stranded
Person's search made easy
Wife chopped in 100 pieces
Still a "No" to Modi Advani mood
Uttarakhand crisis continues
HImalayan Tsunami problems untold
Speed up help to Uttarakhand Supreme Court
Climate change to affect India by 2050
Complete devastation in Kedarnath
Thousands stranded  hundreds killed in HP and Uttarakhand
Bookies vs POlice
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Not the time to stir hornet's nest
Coalgate probe PMO official to be questioned
Rains Damage in Uttrakhand
It is havoc time in North India
It is all out war between BJP and JD U
Manmohan and Nitish new friends
Happy consumers thanks to TRAI
The Good and Bad of rain
All logic OK in times of war
Treason Who are the traitors ?
World to grow pretty well.
Coal gate  strong action needed
Dont worry over falling rupee value
Jindal causes Congress sorrow
Kya Karen, Kya na karen BJP ki mushkil
Advani back  BJP crisis tackled
Trouble for Naveen Jindal
Respite for Sreesanth and company
Rains cause havoc in Mumbai
Jiah Khans sorrow
Modi In, Advani Out
YES, MODI IS CHAIRMAN OF BJP ELECTION
COMMITTEE
Finally straight from Modi blasted Congress rule
PM's foreign trips cost 642 crores
It is all out war in BJP
Tension on LoC Pak mischief again ?
BJP meet No Advani, Uma, Jaswant, Yogi
Politicians involved in betting Vindoo
Some relief for Delhi NCR
IPL  spot fixing Ankeet back to jail
Ayodhya issue very imp but not now BJP
Will, will he not Modi will he head BJP election cell?
Shilpa husband Raj Kundra quizzed
Meri bhi haan Advani
Political parties under RTI not acceptable says Congress
Pawan Bansal questioned
MCOCA against Sreesanth and 25 others
Jiah Khan commits suicide
Bail for Meiyappan and Vindoo
Advani clueless what hit him
It can be bye to cheer leaders Dalmiya
Political parties under RTI says CIC
NEW CAG appointment challenged in SC
Story of Sriniwasan by Sriniwasan for Sriniwasan
Appointment of judges
Good Bye said Rajiv Shukla but...........
Sriniwasan please all formula
Yet another Naxal attack
All not well in BJP's bid for PM post
Welcome Monsoon
Anna Andolan again and soon enough
Suspense now wait for action Jaitley
Once again Petrol prices up again
Rupee falls further
Poison filled Naxal attack
Jolt for Congress in AP
Countering Naxals IAF to help
Government wants Srinivasan to resign, BCCI chief defiant
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India, Japan civil nuclear deal may happen within two years
Chhattisgarh bloodbath: Mahendra Karma was stabbed 78
times
What exactly was Meiyappan's role ?
Yes we did it Maoists
Widespread anger against Naxal attack
Sriniwasan adamant, investigations pick up pace
Lethal, deadly, scary attack by Naxals
Impeach Sriniwasan  debate on how
More names yet to be revealed
Law to check match fixing
Pawan Bansal heat on
Father in law in MUmbai
Bookies on the run
Scared Rauf leaves India
Big fish in the net
Another encounter in Kashmir
Match fixing money and muscle power
Another defence scam
Jessica Lal murder case
Cricket game  fixing by mighty
Rahul: Involve public in decisions
Minority muslim sect
Border blues

KHOJ KHABAR
BJP and Bihar
All the violence is malegenerated Maneka
Punjab's CM Badal is the richest farmer
Mulayam Singh may be in trouble
Zplus security cover to social activist Anna Hazare
Lalu Prasad Yadav gets a notice from the Supreme Court
Alka Lamba attacked
District court lawyers end their 16daylong strike
Gujarat extends ban on Maggi for another month
Two BSF jawans killed
Rahul Gandhi meet FTII students
India on IS attack focus
Taliban leader Mullah Omar has died
Patna high court"s rap to Nitish Kumar
MHA bars media from meeting officers
Rahul Gandhi's padyatra
Shipra waters are causing havoc in Ujjain
Mounting court cases continue to cause anxiety
Lord Jagannaths 138th Rath Yatra
IPS officer vs Mulayam Singh battle in UP
Three militants gunned down by the Army in Kashmir
Strategist Amit Shah
Violence continues to rock Manipur
Sun TV's growing woes
RSS miffed with Raje Govt
Amit Shah on a twoday tour of Maharashtra
Probe against Ranjit Sinha by his one time junior
PM Modi's eightday visit to five Central Asian countries
Kejriwalled government in Delhi under attack
Amit Shah reshuffles posts in the party
Better salaries for Parliamentarians
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Trouble in Nalanda
New Issue to trouble BJP and Vasundhara Raje is the Dholpur
palace
India's diplomatic relations with New Zealand tense over
assault of Indian cook
More murky details on betting
All ministries must proactively put up details
10 killed as train rams into tractor at unmanned crossing
Dus mein se zero
NEW GOVERNORS
Kashmiri Pandits are still waiting for homecoming
30 days over 1.25 lakh calls against corruption in Delhi
Salman Khan says he has been framed
Don't link farmer's suicide with land Bill Naidu
Quit Govt job on your own  no pension
Trinamool Congress supporter shot dead
Giriraj Singh regretshis remarks against Sonia Gandhi
India criticises bail of Lakhvi
11 toll nakas in Maharashtra toll free now
PDP spokesperson resigns
Sharad Yadav blasts Govt
Khemka transfer CM vs Anil Vij
Azam Khan's novel idea
A 58yearold IAS officer held for rape
Rahul snoopgate case has make his followers angry
Another controversial statement by BJP's Subramanian Swamy
40 persons including Sachin Pilot, 10 policemen injured
Road accident by Haryana CM convoy claims one life
Two camps in AAP ?
Encounter in Kashmir
Govt employees can join RSS
Abducted by Taliban they are back after 8 months
PDP and BJP will together run J and K
Delhi's prime properties Congress to pay penal rent
Bus tragedy in MP 0ver 10 dead
Mamata Banerjeesmiling again
Hazare wants Modi government to withdraw land acquisition
ordinance
Deadlock over Govt formation in J and K impacts finances
MOdi temple dismantled
Hindus must get united RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat
BIhar CM chair war hots up
RSS survey still gives BJP hope
N India in grip of cold wave
Vote for BJP says Dera
Jordan executes prisoner after IS releases scary video
Modi Shah photo on tea cups in Raiways
Who planned Sujatha's ouster ?
J and K rehabilitation of flood victims
Old Janata parivar reuniting
Finally Dhoni speaks
FCI's corruption is the main problem
Sunanda case police questions journalist friends
Remove freeze on IDBI Bank account of Greenpeace IndiaHC
Ex PM Manmohan Singh questioned by CBI
BJP's hope "Kiran "
62 year old stabbed 27 times
BJP playing in hands of Hurriyat Congress
AAP all out campaign against BJP
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Attack by IS on January 10.
Terror threat has stooped Dosti bus at Wagah
Govt to acquire land for hospitals too
14yearold girl abducted, gangraped by two constables
Another case of honour killing father kills daughter
Naxal attack foiled in Telangana
PM keeping watch on negative reports also
Women's safety burning issue in 2014
Hindus in India to increase from 82 to 100 percent Togadia
BJP legislator Bhawani Singh Rajawat threatens voters video
Jodhpur Court turns down Salman Khan's plea
Robert Vadra's land deals with DLF some papers mising
Christmas day or A B Vajpayee's birthday ?
Second day of hoax bomb call kept Gurgaon police on
tenterhooks
Attempt to suicide will no longer be a criminal offence
BJP should make its stand on article 370 clear
Dalit card, PM and Venkiah Naidu  all for the Sadvi
Five children killed as school van hits train
Minister caught voicing expletives
Tainted NOIDA Chief Engineer may be hand in glove with many
AAP's second list
AMU at centre of another controversy
Hindalco coal scam CBI files case diary in sealed cover
Being PM wife is no help
Delhi government ban on new vehicles for all officials
Naxal incidents in Chhattisgarh
Fadanvis I am not like Kejriwal
No respite for Ashok Chavan
Modi's successful visit to Australia will have closer ties
BJP taking care to field muslims in Kashmir
HC slams Haryana Govt for not producing Rampal in Court
Rahul meets families of dead in sterilisation drive
Setback to National Conference
S C orders nondisclosure of players names indicted in Mudgal
report
How did Sunanda Pushkar die ? Mystery stays
Congress conclave to mark 125th birth anniv of Nehru
Recruitment drive stampede following violence by candidates
Coal scam case apparent U turn by CBI
What is Sena up to?
Maharashtra will Sena vote against BJP Govt likely
Sunanda Pushkar death case continues to hog headlines
Army admits mistake made in Budgam firing
Robert Vadra closes down four companies
Huge investment opportunity in the energy sector
Muslim representation needs to go up.
Muslim representation needs to go up.
Sachin's claims dismissed by Chappel
BJP does not want to form a government in Delhi
Kerala bars  new controversy
All eyes are on Jammu and Kashmir assembly polls now
PM Modi invokes Indira Gandhi on her martyrdom day
No to Modi, Yes to Sharif Bukhari's positioning irks many
Status report on Rs 17,000 crore EDC sought by new Haryana
Govt
Haryana's new ministers
Cyclonic storm threat is real and Gujarat is worried
BJP and TMC at war in West Bengal
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Trilokpuri clash 13 injured
Defence projects worth Rs 80,000 crore cleared
Another ceasefire violation by Pakistan
Don't threaten us Congress to Jaitley
Huge fire at a cracker market in Faridabad
Debar candidate charged with heinous offences from elections
EC
For the first time in 24 years, a single party has won more than
100 seats
Shiv Sena softens its stand
US offers to be partner in Vibrant Gujarat Investors Summit
2015.
Will have to wait to know names of people who stashed black
money abroad
Two youths from Northeast attacked by eight persons in
Gurgaon
CBI director Sinha's residence guest list report in SC
If Shiv Sena wins I will be CM Uddhav
Election Commission notice to MNS chief Raj Thackeray
New joint secretary of RSS Krishna Gopal
AAP's focus on cleanliness also
Supreme Court to hear bail plea of ex TN CM on Friday
Jayalalitha moves SC for bail
PM Modi's thunder in Maharashtra
Defence Minister Jaitley warns Pakistan
INLD chief blasts Hooda
Delhi elections or BJP Government ?
No cooling off period for retd judges needed SC
BJP plans for Delhi to wait till Haryana, Maha results
Fresh application in SC for criminal prosecution of Manmohan
Singh
Three CISF personnel shot dead
Congress unhappy with Tharoor's tilt towards Modi
EC notice to Nitin Gadkari
NO special treatment to jailed ex TN CM Jayalalithaa
Time for promises and manifestos
Treat marital rape as offence court
DHC notice to Chautala
Haryana CM if BJP wins ?
Blow to AAP
CBI files revised closure report on role of public servants in coal
scam
2G scam charges to be framed on Oct 20
Haryana leaders assets
PM Modi at UNGA
85 dead in floods in Assam and Meghalaya
118 days of bitterness and finally Ajit Singh vacates bunglow
Execution of 1993 Mumbai blasts convict Memon stayed further
Congress calls PM's campaign mere rebranding of UPA
program
Modi face to be on test again
India and China do jism ek jaan
False dreams shown by Modi Govt Congress
Veteran BJP leader L K Advani finally gets some prestigious
work
Sushil Modi to balme for poor show in Bihar Shotgun
Incidents of stone pelting on armed forces in Kashmir Valley
wrong
Shiv Sena and BJP saath saath in Maharashtra ?
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Did CBI chief compromise investigations
Make swacch Bharat a mass movement PM
Marine commando training centre in Porbander
Hate speech case against Amit Shah
Yogi gets support from Thackrey
Ex DG of West Bengal police Rajat Majumdar arrested by CBI
SC wants CBI chief to come clear on his meetings with
accused in scams
Surveillance to check coal theft
Maharashtra heavyweights joining BJP
Indian Mujahideen terrorist Ejaz Sheikh nabbed
India and Australia seal the uranium sales deal
Al Qaeda wants PM Modi portrayed as India's enemy
Andhra's new capital around Vijaywada
Another Godman faces SC lens
Why would an alleged Hawala operator meet the CBI boss 90
times
Pak has to stop terror tactics
All schools must have toilets for girls in one year
A big relief for Mayawati
Sai Baba should not be worshipped
Raj Thackeray won't contest Assembly elections
Fire in Friends of Museum complex ,Jaipur City palace
Fudging of female foeticide figures in Haryana ?
Mayawati launches a scathing attack on ruling NDA
More trouble for NCP
AAP and BJP fight intensifies for Delhi control
Congress criticises Modi Govt over handling of talks with Pak
MOdi still the best choicepoll
AAP emerging again
Two BSF men killed
Stop sending love letters judge
Congress defeat not due to Rahul's weak strategy
PM Modi puts his weight behind toilet in every school
BJP day in Haryana
Despite Modi warning violations on border by Pak
AAP back to the people
Communal violence has increased drastically Sonia
Body of man in KUmari Selja's house
Pakistan refuses to stop offensive against India
No respite for Shiv Sena in the force feeding case
HSGMC will hire top lawyers to fight its battle
Another mother batting for her son
Haryana businessmen will get arms license on priority
Ajay Yadav takes back resignation
PM Modi on historic Nepal visit
A big fish in CBI net
Kashmiri Pandits in America appeal to the PM.
Two terrorists were killed in overnight encounter
Alert in MUmbai beware of heavy rains
Three killed in cloudburst in Uttarakhand
Builders to be alert after SC order on Supertach
NO truth in Gadkari home being bugged
Modi factor won't work in Maharashtra CM
Calcutta HC order against TMC neta
Police is using drones to monitor situation in Saharanpur
Despite the Governor, CM administers oath
Saharanpur tense  curfew clamped
Congress smiling after Uttarakhand win
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Netas and their live for controversies
MNF status to India by Pakistan ?
Elections in Delhi
Sunanda death suspense keeps increasing
Weeklong war games in the Pacific
Realistics plans needed for next five years PM mantra
Sabarmati project being studied
Bihar JD U , RJD may fight together
Art 370 no proposal to repeal it
Foreign agencies helping insurgency
Mizoram Governor Vakkom B. Purushothaman resigns
Robert Vadra case some respite for the moment
Sonia Gandhi is seething
Hot issue of separate Gurdwara committee of Haryana
Stuck in rules are one lakh flat buyers near Okhla sanctuary
Leader of Opposition post to Congress row not over
Aggressive BJP campaign in Maharashtra planned
Credit for Katra train goes to whom ?
Infiltration bid foiled before PM visit
Judiciary vs Government the confrontation can get ugly
What if power tariff goes up in Delhi ?
Preity Zinta vs Ness Wadia Both sides have to produce
witnesses
Two videos of Tapas a shame on Trinmool Congress
Bomb threat leads to emergency landing
Rahul out Priyanka In demand increases
PIL against reservation for Marathas
Congratulations and celebrations Saina
Delhi building collapses
Sonia Rahul summoned
Modi style is a one man rule
Mumbai blasts charges framed
12 year old fake encounter case justice now
30 days of Modi Govt
Trinmool free West Bengal by 2016
Campa Cola society mess
Deep scar on the psyche of the Telugu people
Chhattisgarh CM on scooter message wear a helmet
PM Modi's US visit plans for honouring him
Shinde new Maha CM ?
Not shifting to America Priety
Crackdown on hoarders
Bus tragedy claims atleast 11 lives
AAP with NGOs
Gopal Ansal  no help from SC to travel out
The Govt better perform
Messy Zinta Ness case
NItish seeks Lalu's help
IB study on NGOs started in UPA regime
Amrinder Singh Dy leader of Congress in Lok Sabha
Mulayam's arrogance
UP too many crimes against women
Woman's head blown off for resisting rape ?
A death on the road every three minutes
Increase in rape cases
Horrow story from Mumbai 29yearold raped
Home Minister calls for report
Yogendra Yadav's currrent to AAP
EC frames charges in paid news case against Ashok Chavan
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DU employees suspended
A Raja may be in deeper trouble
Modi Jayalalitha meet on June 3
Shiv Sena BJP ties may see more strains
Hindi Chini bhai bhai again ?
Modi quits Vadodra for Varanasi
Modi's cabinet expansion after a month !
17 ministries now clubbed as 7
No one among Ministers BJP president Rajnath Singh
Modi is the 15th Prime Minsiter
Two militants killed in encounter with J and K Police
Girls unsafe another gangrape
Dissent within Aam Aadmi Party is growing
Postings of Telangana and Seemandhra employees
Top bureaucrats readying presentations for new PM
Cant have ward wise counting EC to SC
BSP chief Mayawati scraps all party units
Manjhi a rubber stamp of Nitish ?
Army jawan killed at Loc
Lost in semi final what will Hooda do now ?
Sonia's dinner for PM but Rahul was missing
Saradha to be investigated in a a fast track mode
Sonia does not want PM Manmohan Singh embarrassed
Corporate frauds increasing
CBI to investigate Saradha Group SC
Get details of 24 coal scam cases by July 7
Rahul and Priyanka Gandhi all over Amethi
Sonia targets Modi who assumes he is the PM already
Modi dares EC
BJP leaders have 56 inch stomach Akhilesh
Gujaratis gaining clout in Maharashtra
Adani vs Vadra now
Sonia blasts Patnaik
How did the mishap take place ?
Modi was the target more terrorists nabbed
Modi targets Congress and its false promises
Bring back black money deposited in foreign banks SC to Govt
Malaysian Govt Murderer angry relatives of Chinese feared
dead
Bogus voting bloomer from Sharad Pawar complaint to EC
The viscera report of Sunanda Pushkar inconclusive
There is no Modi wave RJD chief Lalu Prasad
Big blow for Congress in Uttarakhand Satpal Maharaj joins
BJP
Wildfire near Tirupati temple spreads
India's defeat in 1962 China war at fault was Nehru's forward
policy
EX President as father is a big tag to the name
Another rape attempt  image spoiler
Black money helpline
Media sold out  Kya galat kaha ? AAP
Tejpal allowed to meet ailing mom
Anna 's excuse on ditching Mamata
Infighting in BJP  out in open
Mayawati or Jaylalitha is fine but Modi a No No Mamta
Is BJP a one man show ?
One more judge opts out of Lokpal search committee
Another scam hits Defence Ministry
Yeh kya hua ?
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74 percent children using tobacco in Kerala
Fatwas cannot be forced upon people
Ayaram, Gayaram before elections
Hindus must have five children
AAP storms Haryana
Chit fund scam puts Saradha chairman in jail
Opposing Valentine day celebrations in India
Parliamentarians not so dignified
100 days and Govt at centre will change Modi
CWGirregularities of Rs. 184 crore in Ring Road bypass
construction
Our richie rich Upper House MPs
Reject plea by three Rajiv Gandhi assassins
Sex racket involving foreigners in Delhi
Sonia and Modi both enjoying poison worded barbs
Caught between the devil and deep sea
Advani to contest for Lok Sabha
Mulayam hits Modi and Modi returns the firepower
Kejriwal not maintaining dignity of office
Safety warnings for women tourists travelling to India
Ekla chalo Mayawati to her party BSP
Delhi Lt Gov caught between the devil and deep sea
Special mechanism to try judges accused of sexual misconduct
Election time time for raising demands
Ex Home Secretary's outburst against Home Minister angers
Congress
Pawar gets Shinde's support
Congress to decide on its Lok Sabha candidates list soon
Rahul
UP says we'll give Z plus security Kejriwal says No thankyou
Small sample sized opinion polls should be taken with a pinch
of salt
Subhah ka bhoola.........and Yedi returns home formally
Coal block yes we made mistakes Centre tells Supreme Court
No stopping India from getting tough with US on Devyani issue
Coal scam more cases
Is this climate change ?
It is not compulsory to say "your lordship","your honour"to
judges
Challenges before Rahul Gandhi
Audit of power distribution company accounts ordered
Happy new year  Prime Minister Dr Manmohan Singh
Will Kejriwal Govt survive ?
Goodbye 2013 Welcome 2014 major events
Indo US relations stress continues as India questions
preferential treatment
Autowalas protest demand rollback of CNG prices
Here is where disillusionment can begin
AAP scares all parties including BJP
New to politics but all politically correct moves by Kejriwal
Will Kejriwal be industry friendly ?
Rahul Gandhi's pathshala with Congress Chief Ministers
It is severe cold in North India
Better world hopes Pope Francis
Fog returns to Delhi North India
Rahul to discuss poll strategy with Chief Ministers from his
party
Will arrival of the new Indian ambassador in Washington help ?
Congress being revamped process begins with Jayanti
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Indian maids home workers now focus on their wages.
Modi has competition from Jaylalitha
No respite for Justice Ganguly Home Ministry explores ways
to remove him
India moves fast to protect Devyani
Shiv Sena attacks AAP
CBI can start enquiry against public servant
It is fog time . Dense fog has enveloped Delhi NCR
Lalu to challenge Modi
No Congress, no BJP Karunanidhi says no to both
A year after Nirbhaya case shamed the country..................
President's rule in Delhi
Horror story man hammers nail into wife's head
Rahul super active on Lokpal Bill
Next stop of AAP Mumbai
What will happen to Lokpal Bill ?
A terrorist strike averted ?
We cant form Govt in Delhi BJP. Reason No numbers
UPA troubles grow
Government says will pass Lokpal Bill during current session
Who will form Government in Delhi
Who will form Government in Delhi
Rajasthan Vasundhara credits Modi
IOC pressure India accepts and will keep tainted officials out
Getting ready to receive the new MLAs
AAp ka kamaal, Kamal ko bhi takkar
Telangana must have complete Hyderabad with all powers
Tejpal another four days in police custody
Tension in Seemandhra
IPS officer at feet of a minister controversy erupts
Tight security arrangements21st anniversary of Babri Masjid
SC concern over poor state of hockey in the country
Exit polls results rubbished meant for dustbin Congress
How to control Communal Violence is Bill an answer ?
Tejpal case more people jump in with more points
Kashmira flashpoint that can trigger war bet Pak and India
FIR against Ex Supreme Court judge AK Ganguly
Unpredictable is the word
Delhi amd Mumbai adding hotel rooms
Kejriwal man of Delhi man to watch
India fairly high up in the list of corrupt countries
Debate on Article 370 will it lead somewhere ?
Menace of paid news
Tejpal seems to be getting no respite
Ex President Pratibha Patil returns gifts recd in official capacity
Election time is promise time
Non Congress , Non BJP parties in Rajasthan could be
important
Misuse of social sites Modi accused
Farmers why being driven to suicides SC asks
New sting operation by Cobrapost  exposes some IT
companies
Lokpal story of betrayal
Tejpal and Shoma heat increases
The rich and famous politicians fortunes keep rising
BJP show of strength at manifesto release function
Circumstantial evidence to be questioned Talwars will fight
Dentist couple Nupur and Rajesh Talwar found guilty
Why take the blame alone
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Poison has become a keyword
CBI inquiry of tapes on surveillance of woman architect sought
Income tax commissioners hit back at Kejriwal
Get RTI information without revealing your identity
Rape after rape shame shame Delhi
Mars orbiter spacecraft's first images of Earth
Mayawati wooing both upper castes and dalits
Aam Aadmi Party's ambitious manifesto
Rahul Gandhi not far behind. He too can steal the show
Rahul Gandhi's defence
Women to protect Women
Should opinion polls be banned debate continues
Andhra problem no solution  issue continues to baffle
Criminalisation of politics Big issue
Jat reservation card
Rahul wants time for reply to EC
Harshvardan's promise of freeing the babus
MUMBAI SHAMED AGAIN
WHY INCREASE IN RAPES IS IT TREND OR PSYCHO
DISORDER
Congress does not want preelection opinion polls
Sriniwasan not out of danger
Landmark judgement
RAHUL ATTACKS SP AND BJP
Bomb blast  6 nabbed
Cracks in JD U
Hide Lotus  demands Congress  can't says EC
Girls stuck in disasters  vulnerable
POLLUTION CAUSED CANCER
Dayalu Ammal, wife of DMK chief M Karunanidhi questioned
MODI blasts Nitish
Contribution by wife or mother invaluable Supreme Court
PUNE WARRIORS OUT OF IPL
Dangers of aftermath of cyclone in Andhra Pradesh
Make me chowkidar not PM
America is America
Rahul targets BJP over Mujjafarnagar riots
Compensation for medical negligence
KERAN  THE HOTSPOT ON INDO PAK BORDER
Modi  upset the applecart is apologetic
Poll surveys are sought after in election time
Don't harm Birla Montek
THE DREAM KHAZANA
Rajnath takes potshots at Congress Prince Rahul
Pakistan and India fierce exchange of firing
Govt is vindictive Khemka
Modi hit again by Digvijay
Dreambiggest khazana buriedunprecedented, golddigging on
Aftermath of cyclone trouble in Odisha specially in Ganjam
Cant put lid on ADARSH ghotala BJP
VVIP helicopter deal middleman arrested
VHp and bans
Another shocker for India
Congress not the custodian of muslim votes
Vanzara may get into trouble
Temple stampede  21 suspended
Non muslims cant use word "Allah"
Manohar Joshi had to leave Shiv Senas Dusshera rally
Man made diasaster claims 120 lives in MP
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Sons kill mom for property
Impact of cyclone  assessment begins
Telangana issue some peace
EC is watching beware politicians
No immersing Durga idols in Ganga and Yamuna
International Day of the Girl Child
Beware here is Cyclonic storm "Phailin",
Infiltration problems
Concerns to be addressed with fairness and objectivity GOM
Life ban on Jwala
BJP government in 2014 will be good for market sentiment
Who said Mulayam assets case problems over ?
Aadhar card scheme  no relief to Govt
No to oneman inquiry commission
Setback for Talwars
Will bifurcation of Andhra Pradesh be pushed through now
Aadhar card controversy
Swami Lakshmanananda Saraswati case
Monsoon  longest in 50 years
Chara ghotala fodder scam takes Lalu to jail
13 policemen and six RAF jawans injured
Unsafe buildings scare Mumbaikars now
The Land Acquisition Bill gets the nod
Rural areas lack amenities
SIKHS IN AMERICA appeal to PM
MODI and MA
Aadhaar cards are not mandatory
After reinstatement what's up on Durga front
This is politics one has to fight at every level
Chargesheet in IPL Spot fixing case
Anmol murder linked to drug racket
Congress soft on Mulayam
Trouble for General V K Singh ?
Modi is the face Modi is the mantra
Do netas encourage communal riots ?
Do netas encourage communal riots ?
Violation by Pak again
Sad times for SREESANTH
He came, he saw, he conquered
Petrol prices shoot up again fourth rtime in 13 days.
Anna to fast again for Lokpal
MUJAFFARNAGAR still tense
MODI WAIT  ONE MORE DAY
POLITICS BEHIND VIOLENCE
N Srinivasan more problems
ABCD OF CORRUPTION CONGRESS STYLE
Clashes between two groups cost business heavy
Rahul is the man the next PM CAN WORK UNDER HIM
Modi from Red Fort  real/ fake question but issues real
Law does catch up
Vanzaras letter  Modi busier by the day
Vanzaras letter hits Narendra Modi bad many questions
No respite to politicians with two years jail sentence
Supreme Court admits its mistake
Economic crisis responsibility pinned on the GOVT
Telangana 29th state of India how soon
Want life term for gang rape
Election when, how soon
PM on Economic mess
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Criminalisation of politics  no stopping it
WOMEN BALLE BALLE
Parliament winesses noisy scenes over parikrama
When is sex alright at what age
Leaders arrested but puja done on Saryu ghats
Two hours of uproar and rapists caughtnow fast track court
Right to Information
Air pollution in India
Army in full action
Nitish said BYE Now it is HAI
When will Pak stop violations intents being watched
Frog vs Cockroach
Heavy rain lash the national capital
MODI VS MANMOHAN
Kishtwar is tense.
VADRA troubles grow
ROBERT VADRA EXPOSE AT BJP BEHEST CONGRESS
PEOPLE VOICE ANGER
Poster boy Modi now the face of BJP posters
Speak against the Govt and land yourself in trouble
Had any doubt thenthis is dirty politics
Reinstate Durga voice grows louder
Power and arrogancethis is politics
Extortion rackets even in jail
Cases of victimised officers increasing
With elections soon, politicians worry about image
Netas vs Servants ?
Mild but earthquake again makes us think are we prepared
Not an easy road for Congress
Friends turned foe bitter bullets being sprayed
Indian pharma industry trouble in the making
Kaun banega Pradhan mantri?
Enemy of the enemy is a friend indeed
Health ke liye sleep better
Growing intolerance bane of politics
Who is poor and how much does a day's meal cost ?
Growing intolerance
Heavy rains and civic agency claims of cleaning get exposed
Anna to give India freedom message in America
Paanch rupaiya mein Narendra Modi ke darshan
Mumbai and Maharashtra's Dance bars are back
Bofors over finally ?
Criminalisation of politics
Sex, crime and politicians stop now
Uttar Pradesh tops in legislators with Criminal cases
India tops in corruption
Centre unable to tackle terror
Money attracts criminals
Public Interest Litigations
Politicians and sex
Together again Advani and Modi
What is our asylum policy ?
Adulteration of milk SC blasts Govt
Bad news for Lalu Prasad
Gangrape in Gurgaon
Tit for tat culture
All stranded rescued in Gangotri
Kaun hai BJP mein PM mettle ?
The Why of Uttarakhand Disaster
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Advantage information seekers
What constitutes rape ?
A controversy a day
Not done Dhoni !
Big fish always escapes ?
Caste wars
How effective will CAG remain?
Remembering Bapu but how ?
Only Modi can help BJP
13 year old kidnapped and killed by cousin
Spurious medicines lead to shut down in Kashmir
Coal gate  need for stringent action
Press Freedom Day
Cricket time is satta time
How long will UPA last
Talwar couple woes grow
War of words no holds barred fight
Anti rape Bill Controversy over. It is law now
Modi selling his development plan
Vadra's land deals?
All fair in political war ?
Should judges take up lucrative assignments after retirement
Donate your organ
SExual abuse of women
Gas prices may double, get set for rise in household bills
Study: Highest number of obese children in capital
Mobile industry market to grow 8.5% in 2012
Study: Maharashtra No. 1 in domestic violence cases
India deadliest place in world for girl child
Survey: India 2nd best in rapid growth among emerging markets
Survey: Employees stress level rising
Call rates

TREND
Work from home this is the latest trend
Tour operators and guides to help clean Ganga
Another gangrape in Badaun
BJP scores in J and K
Politicians refuse to mind their tongue
Arrest me if you can challenges Raj Thackrey
Men getting more conscious about their looks
No language control typical of politicians
Create hulla and there you have media after you
In controversy do something to give you a good name
Yeddyurappa returns to BJP by merging his political party KJP
Race for joining AAP has it just begun
Involve people by taking in their small money commitment also
The ugly trend of stooping low continues
Stoop low if you are in politics
Too much time on mobile does not mean you are happy
Confusion over opinion/exit polls
No more Bachhna e  hasino. Mistake will do you in.
Spycams the fashion usefulness beyond doubt
Fight must go on till justice done feel many aggrived parties
Increasing reliance on fighting one's case
Suicides on video
Hit and hit hard believes Rahul
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If you cheat I will kill you anger growing
Facebook trend setter in many ways
When in trouble ban things
Find scapegoats as soon as you can
RACKETS AND RACKETS
Fighters win
Modi sets the trend others follow
POlitical mood  pro BJP
Yatras of all hues
Trend in politics politicians can be arrested
Increasing suicide attempts why is the question
WHY INCREASE IN RAPRES IS IT A TREND 
SOMEWHAT SO
Ram temple BUILDING A MUST FOR iNDIA
Increase in threatening calls
Gang rape a regular incident
Demonstrations, marches for a cause celebre
File a case against a big person and get media attention
Politics over IAS officer will lead to change in rules
Trend is talk Modi praise him or blow him but talk Modi
Silence is not golden
Quick justice  can it be the trend ?
VVIPs get the best
A bad trend take revenge by throwing acid
Catch the thief CCTV a must
Talk talk talk Beni again on Mulayam and SP
Expose Offenders through website
Politics over relief
Man and dog best friends to each other
Will it be a third front this time ?
BJP wooing Muslims
Monsoon has arrived
Sanjay Dutt  hard work in jail
Sports should be handled by sportspersons
Gold in India always a trend
Actors tendency to avoid taxes
BJP, Congress hit by Inter fighting
Consensual sex age stays at 18
Plain packaging of tobacco cuts smoking
Drinking hot tea 'raises risk of cancer'
8 Ways to Look Thinner  Right Now!
Right look means slim look
Indias Youth confident, optimistic, career minded says TCS
survey
Documentary theme
Voice blogging
Hindu Muslim all one
L P G powered bicycle
Gaming trend
Ganesh draws big and mighty
Aviator is forever!
Lower, the better
SENSE OF FASHION: Halloween for men, made easy
New ways to hunt for a partner
Sizzling fashion trends for summer
Manipulate the colours to define personality
Surgery better than diet & exercise in obese teens
Use of computer games, mobiles, TV not linked to headaches
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AMAZING  YEH HAI MERA INDIA
Two new nesting sites of dinosaurs found in Dhar district
J Manjula gets a new record
Govt scared Hardik
Anmol Tukrel, 16,challenging the authority of Google
29th July an important day for tigers and tiger lovers
India recorded a population of 127,42,39,769
Amarnath yatra has resumed
Hyderabad House, Vigyan Bhawan and J N Bhawan are
cleanest
Keeping the spirit of Justice
"Beti Bachao Beti Padhao"  Haryana for a big campaign
Bharata not India should be the name
Efforts for clean and green country
Sania Mirza wins
21 March Hindu New Year
PM Modi's suit and other gifts auctioned
Temple for PM Modi
67 out of 70. What a record Sirjee
Exceptional talent does get noticed
Boost MGovernance  PM Modi
Boost MGovernance  PM Modi
Modi Obama saath saath on AIR
Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojna's record
India we can hold protest anywhere, anytime
Dehradun twin sisters Tashi and Nungshi Malik create history
Maha C M Fadnavis expands Ministry to include Shiv Sena
Social Justice Bench' to exclusively hear cases concerning
social issues
Rajnikanth may join politics
Saina Nehwal wins $700,000 China Open Super Series
India keeps marching ahead
Inspector Shakti Devi gets International female police
peacekeeper award
Mukhya Mantri of Haryana and Maharashtra main issues
Saansad Adarsh Gram Yojana from Oct 11
Scrap archaic laws
India is a desirable holiday destination
On the path of progress
Swachch Bharat campaign to have Gandhiji photo
Clean India campaign to reach grass roots level
Mechanised human hand to facilitate gripping
No religion also OK in India
Yoga keeps PM Modi focussed.
Help for J and K
Potential smart cities being identified
Chargesheet against Shah's hate sheet ill prepared
Muslims being wooed in Maharashtra
Helmets must for all women twowheeler riders and pillions
Pitripaksha Mela gets going in Gaya
Use videos to expose
Landmark judgement on undertrials
Survey on Modi Govt performance
100 days of Modi Government
Uttarakhand's Kamla kills leopard with bare hands
Love jehad the new phenomenon for discussion
Happy Birthday Chennai/Madras
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God's own country Kerala will be alcohol free
Janmashtmi celebrated
Woman forces husband to rape her friend
Together India and US can show the world a lot
Independance day always special
Who gets Bharat Ratna unending controversy
Telangana Independence Day celebrations at Golconda Fort.
Royal family angry with Karnataka Government
E rickshawsDelhi BJP and Congress singing the same tune
Natwar Singh is the new hero
Haryana pride Gen.Dalbir Singh Suhagnew army chief
Haryana pride Gen.Dalbir Singh Suhagnew army chief
Agnipariksha to prove chastity
No fatwas said SC but are panchayats listening ?
Khaps or Sharia courts no more fatwas
Rickshawwala's daring expedition Kolkata to Ladakh
BIkinis to continue in Goa CM
Jagannath Rathyatra without the Shankaracharya
Amarnath Yatra ki jai ho
India among the most optimistic country economically
Hinduism is not just a faith President Pranab Mukherjee
PM himself among first timers
14 year old religious preacher cracks IIT entrance
Kashmiri pandits hope to return to valley soon
Village named " Modi " in Manipur
New seating structure of 16th Lok Sabha
Arunachal woman Anshu Jamsenpa scales 3 peaks in 6 days
India famous for its largeheartedness
Modi and IndianAmerican community.
Record of scaling Mt Everest youngest is Purna
Oldest woman in house to be family head
All emotions at BJP meet
Bollywood and politics
Go with the wind
Never say die spirit of Mumbai
Manmohan in news for another wrong reason
Explain Vadra model of development BJP
Dangers of icefall in Everest
BJP should be derecognised Congress to EC
Purchase water from an innovative ATM
Finally more women entering politics at the top
Festival of colors Holi
On the move Election Commission
Modernising and changing with times
Our origins new study on South India
People from across professions are joining politics
Election time and we realise India is a vibrant democracy
Open debate on policies by our future leaders
Vaada kiya to Nibhaao
Changing with times
Kejriwal to be repaid in his own style BJP
Only unmarried people can fight corruption effectively
IT has the power to transform the country
Out and now In again in International Olympic
Celebrities like taking law for granted !
Politicians change with times it is Delhi streets for major
battles now
Visa on arrival to boost tourism
First time R Day parade at Marine Drive
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A matter of shame gangrape on panchayat orders
Fatwa no AAP cap for muslims as it has symbol of broom on it
They are not sudden stars who may fade out soon
Plane lands on National Highway
Netas are netas and their followers do have blind faith
Democracy can take each state forward
Bihar village council bans mobile phone use by unmarried girls
Saint claims vs Science vs Courts and Government all in India
Protest by LGBT community
Arvind Kejriwal the trailblazer
Elections and one realises vow our India
Indian minds do us proud new research study from IIT
All is fair in politics. Collecting funds too
We watch films but dont know to read and write
Icons can help here is Sachin Tendulkar
How Indians learn to live with disasters
Virat Kohli's rare milestone
Stars shine here
Nehru unwilling to send army to Kashmir in 1948
Indian billionaires, the sixth largest in world
Diamond studded crown seized
Saluting and celebrating Shakuntala Devi
Gold , sadus, predictions, faith  all part of India
Netas love speeches including hate speeches
MANNA DEY FACE OF AMAZING INDIA
Democracy in India zindabad LAW takes its course
Many controversial selfstyled godmenn India's feature
Odisha reflects India's sprit
Bollywood always in news
Dussehra celebrationswith a difference
Amitabh Bachchan energy at age of 71 remarkable.
Riots yes but life has to be normalised again
Want to stay united as AP NO TELANGANA
This is democracy
Khaps law unto themselves but this is our society
IIT THE PRIDE OF NATION but............
ONE NINETY LAKHS recovered from Kedarnath debris
Kedarnath bounces back
Indians can stay contented despite problems
Hindi gets recognition Google accepts Hindi
A new Capital with mix of modernity and traditions
90 year old gets miracle help
India adopts many new trends that is the beauty
Traditional and modern ka mix Hamara Bharat
Cheers for the brave spirit
Muslim girl scripts 'Ramcharitmana' in Urdu
Mahatma Gandhi creates fresh record in Guinness Book!
Cheti Chand Festival
Dire necessity to enforce airport security in India
Survey: Impressive growth in enrolment of girls in schools
UN: India has more cell phones than toilets
Qutub Minar 2nd most visited site in India after Taj Mahal
India Drained Of Billions By Illicit Cash Dealings
Indians at number three in Google searches
Unique hobby of writing poems on bottles, helmets &
matchsticks
In a blind display of superstition, villagers run cows over their
bodies
Sea delicacies from South continue to charm food junkies
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Per capita income crosses Rs 50,000
Small Height, Big Dreams
Lolark Kund and beliefs
Gandhi Ashrams popular places
16ye old can recall a thousand digits in any order
Pnna produces a huge diamond

KNOWLEDGE JUNCTION
Pesticides in foodreport
Midday meals to be mandatorily tested
Big change in admissions to the NITs from next year
Helmet is a must for women and children
Wheeler Island in Bhadrak district is now Abdul Kalam Island.
Rape accused punished
One billion use facebook
Nuclear family is the order of the day
Hotlines bet PM Modi, Barack Obama,their national security
advisors operational
NITs and IIITs are always in demand
Government advertisements are under lens of SC
Second extension for parliamentary committee on Lokpal Bill
CNG under lens
IIT Roorkee readmits 71 expelled students
NASA to use more of Russian space agency services
Acupuncture easier in Maharashtra
SC gives no relief to Chautalas
India no One
Proud moment for India
Nischal Narayanamyoungest to clear C A exam
AP sarkar vs Delhi police
PM's meet with NDA constituents
AAP's trouble in Punjab
PM in Jammu
Real Estate in Delhi NCR dull times continue
S C refuses to lift stay order on releasing life convicts,
Champions League Twenty20 tournament discontinued
10 years jail if scools have nursery interviews
Probe into delay of AI flight by CM
Bihar BJP excited
Madras high court revokes controversial order
Madhya Pradesh's current fame  Vyapam scam
Unidentified drone spotted hovering above TISS alert
21 fake universities
More kudos for Amity University, Gurgaon
Jammers at prevent cheating at exam centres
UPSC results declared
Shocking finding in a CAG report on the Delhi's finances
Delhi's colleges including those under D U to have free WiFi
Overseas Indians to cast their franchise in elections by proxy or
e ballot
Bihar elections in SeptOct
FIR against Arindam Chaudhuri
Bill to amend Whistleblowers Law introduced in Lok Sabha
eTourist Visa to 31 more countries
Fake Universities to face music
Govt cracks down on 9,000 NGOs receiving foreign funds
Net neutrality TRAI makes the move
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Won't participate in NJAC CJI
Mann ki Baat on Earthquake sorrow by PM Modi
PIL on farmer suicides
Turmeric for fighting cancer
Facebook usage among women
HRD Ministry may see a change
Construction business in for shock
It has powers under Constitution to include Jats in OBC Govt
Avalanche warning for six districts of Jammu and Kashmir
IITs should be left aloneAnil Kakodkar
Fire in Mumbai
Attacks on churches , minority institutions create panic
India planning to export defence materials Raksha mantri
Dr Manmohan Singh to move SC in coal scam case
Collegium system of appointing judges is illegal Centre to SC
Rains impact lives in N India
Literacy among STs not up to national average
300km Srinagar Jammu National Highway closed again
Appeal to opposition to help pass key bills
Spending on campaigns by political parties goes up ten fold
Fire in gas pipeline in offshore KGD6 field,Telangana
Hindutva orientation to the education system in Haryana ?
Educationist in CBI net
Another arrest in the high profile corporate espionage case
Pollution in Delhi is increasing at an alarming rate
Is RSS calming down ?
First IIM in Udaipur
Convent school in Delhi's Vasant Vihar vandalized
Big date is 14th Feb and the big venue Ramleela Maidan
Another list of black money holders is out
Milk adulteration punishable by life imprisonment
BJP wins 14 Panchayat Samiti seats , Congress wins 75
Children of affluent parents fare better in schools
Battle between Mamta Benerjee and BJP is getting fiercer
Uber taxi gangrape case will mean more trouble for the
company
Prenatal sex determination tests advertisements must stop
SC
Class of Anna has got full placement Chetan Bhagat
Obama lauds India and Modi
Muslim population increase by 24 percent bet 20012011
Budget session
Fog and cold
All universities to introduce grading system from the 201516
Over 1.2 lakh duplicate votes in Delhi
Income tax officers, CA's and Businessmen in bribery racket
Allwomen marching contingents to be pride of R day function
Another sex crime and violence thereafter
Trade unions on an a fiveday coal industry strike
Maha bureaucrats shuffled
2014 almost doubling of crime in Delhi
MOdi's wife Jashodaben's fresh request
Panna pramukh strategy of BJP
DDA camps for allottees
It s a chilly December really
21st century is an era of knowledge PM Modi
Election funding still many things hidden
Left parties meet P M Modi demand probe into all ponzi scams
It's chill time. Literally so in North India
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Modi is the number one global leader
No proposal to reduce retirement age from 60 to 58 years
Additional compensation of 5 lakh each for kin of killed in 1984
antiSikh riots
Modi Govt works for just few corporates
Lok Adalats  very useful
Steep rise in sexual abuse of children in schools
Intelligence Bureau has a new boss
No power ,capability to block foreign websites promising sex
determination tests
Dr Rajendra Prasad's 130th birth anniversary.
Catholic church in Delhi badly burnt in a fire
EC showcause notice to 20 political parties
Why retirement age reduced to 58 notice to Haryana
government
15 year old vehicles banned in Delhi
SC wants faster action against female foeticide
IAS reshuffle
Western Ghatsbiodiversity hotspot
Nasscom lauds the new US immigration system
Marine University in Andhra Pradesh
CP become wi fi zone
Absence of LoP in Lok Sabha not to affect other key postings
IIM's initiative to get foreign students ....
Chemical compound found in coffee may help prevent weight
gain
Chinese troops training Pakistani soldiers
Balle balle for sanskrit in Indian schools
Deadly medicines could have been destroyed
Manohar Parrikar elected unopposed to the Rajya Sabha
AIADMK chief Jayalalithaa disqualified from contesting
elections for ten years
Steps for homeless be taken soon SC
Stop brain drain Lt Gov Najeeb Jung
SC disposes AAP plea on Delhi elections
Kiran Choudhary o Congress  new CLP leader in Haryana
India to have over 12 million dementia cases by 2050
Commemorating fall of Berlin wall
Ayurveda our ancient science needs to be promoted
BJP survey will get 43 to 48 seats in Delhi
Human brain dissociates explicit memory of a negative event
Final report of Mudgal committee on spot fixing submitted to SC
Holy river Ganga has to be cleaned 25 teams formed
Four children abused in Goa everyday
Bhopal Gas tragedy accused Warren Anderson is no more
Counterstrategy to deal with cyber crime needed
India reelected to the UN body on economic and social issues
Show cause notices to Traffic Police,Transport Department on
e rickshaws
401 members of Lok Sabha still to declare assets
University of Mumbai produced maximum number of billionaires
FIR against Gen V K Singh aide
Namesof black money stashers will embarass Congress FM
BJP reshuffle of responsibilities
Another first for Narendra Modi
International drug syndicate operating from Chennai busted
DU's Intellectual Property for registration of patents, copyrights
and trademarks
Safe and pollution free Diwali
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Finance secretary Arvind Mayaram transferred to tourism
ministry
Law Commission recommends outright repeal of 88 obsolete
laws
40 percent increase in UPSC exam takers
Ambitious road project along the McMahon Line in Arunachal
Prades
Medical board to review medical reports of Asaram SC
Misery, sorrow, destruction stories of Vizag
Gujarat women33 percent quota in Govt jobs now
Bad times for Congress MP Shashi Tharoor
FIR against Ashok Gehlot
Gujarat Govt not to allow field trials of GM food crops
MNREGA should be asset driven program
Tracking attendance of government employees
PM Modi's promise to PIO implemented
Return to mainstream of democracy Raman Singh to Maoists
17 out of 22 Cabinet Ministers are crorepatis
Tatkal tics will become expensive
Ceasefire violations continue in the border areas
Eight crore Maharashtra voters
Trouble for Congress in Haryana
Universal coverage of Aadhaar by June 2015
Meghalaya floods wash away schools
10,000 NGO's get notice
Fake certificate racket busted
Illegal allotment of flats under CM's quota
Paid news must be made electoral offence
Victory in Asian games
Tension in Vadodra
HC restrains IIPM from using management courses words
No Govt job for two years after retirement for judges CJI
PM to inaugurate Pravasi Bhartiya Diwas
World attention is on Padmanabhaswamy temple
Medical colleges to remove deficiencies
Don't underestimate IITs
SC restrains CBI from filing chargesheet in coal scam
World rankings show Indian institutes in poor light
Attack on VC by saffron brigade draws condemnation
Ram Sethu structure will not be demolished
Three percent reservation for differently abled persons
Nithari killer's executed stayed further
Ex US contractor indicted for illegally exporting military details
to India
High profile dispute Haryana Governor wants report
LoP is not a roadblock to the appointment of CIC
SC recognises change is possible
Punjab villages hit by floods
Expedite cases against sitting MLAs and MPs
Saradha money funded Bangladeshi fundamentalists?
Benefit for almost a lakh foreign students in India
Encourage students to think of broader issues of the country
No enquiry needed before a Govt job ?
Who is to lead the Congress ?
No toilet no certificate for schools in Kerala
Nalanda opens again
Structural reforms of the judicial systems
NO more delays in filing details of assets for Government
staffers
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IT is crisis time in Assam
India and Pakistan must resolve issues through dialogue UN
New National Education Policy will be formulated soon
Fire in CP Delhi no casualties
UPSC exams on as scheduled
A big issue in UP is love jihad
Ideas for alternative to Planning Commission
Visually impaired candidates will get extra time
ISIS most dangerousUS
Property attachment proceedings against Dawood Ibrahim
Bowing to pressure  UPSC has come out with a solution
Election Commission's new initiative
Single enzyme promotes the obesityinduced oxidative stress
Harvard no one
Dont encroach upon each other's domain R M Lodha
Top jurist Fali S Nariman to challenge Judicial Appointments
Commission
Modi announces scrapping of Planning Commission
BJP clarification on Shiv Sena's CM candidate
Signs of revival are visible President
Restrictive dress codes in social clubs out
Protest outside the BMC HQ against pathetic roads
Another rape case hits the cyber city
Kamla Prasad Beniwal sacked as Mizoram Governor
4 member panel to review UGC present status
902 teaching posts vacant
157 IAS officers in corruption cases
Mahabharata and Bhagwad Gita  children must read them in
early age
Nine flights diverted due to bad weather
Criminal justice system in the country needs attention CJI
CBI searches Saradha group locations
THis is why America is America
e rickshaws in Delhi must be stopped " as of now "
Selfattestation of certificates by applicants.
No place to park then don't bring carsCome by cycles to SC
CBI wants to be out of RTI purview
Collegium system has failed ?
UPSC aspirants are not in a mood to give up their battle
Sahara chief wants office in jail to help sell his properties!
UPSC aspirants block traffic
Six year old girl rape case  anger grows
Is there political influence in choosing and appointing judges ?
China hit by the worst storm in nearly 40 years
Congress in Maharashtra is a worried lot
Vaidik meet with Hafiz row escalates
Finally new Governors are here
Judiciary needs attention
CBSE declares ranking for JEE mains
Can't change criteria of educational loans Court
Brain drain from Assam needs to be checked CM
Late Shiv Sena chief Bal Thackeray's will questioned
DU admissions 4th to 7th July
B A, B com not popular in DU ?
Sonia  Rahul's Young Indian company a sham?
Must have industry friendly laws Vasundhra Raje
DU admissions from 1st July
Indian educational institutes to be accorded official ranking soon
Time to remember and learn lessons from Emergency
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Governors are quitting one by one
Gopal Subramaniam withdraws from Supreme Court judge race
Capt Cool has reason not to be cool
MHA rejects visa free entry to Bangladesh nationals
Delay out, decision in Modi mantra
DU 4 year course if scrapped what will students do ?
IIT Jee results boys outshine girls
Murkier and sleazier Priety Ness mess
Yashwant Sinha out of prison
Bus tragedy claims atleast 11 lives
We are prepared to meet any challenge Jaitley
Violent incident shakes West Bengal.
Duty of Centre to constitute the Cauvery Management Board
Turmoil in Iraq far reaching consequences for India.
Defence Minister in Kashmir
IIT directors with HRD minister
Very hot in North India
PM's America visit in September
SIT on black money gets started
DD and AIR in for a rehaul
Environmental clearances are a big issue for the industry
Good news for aspirants for civil service exams
Dust storm and thereafter
FDI limit in Defence sector can go upto 100 percent
North East will get its due Gen Singh
PIL against creation of Telangana
Weather plays hold and cold and very hot in Rajasthan
40 dead train accident near Gorakhpur
NGO style NO  No  Kejriwal sent to Tihar jail
E rickshaws will have to stop court
Mother wants controlFull statehood for Delhi
Cheating four students caught
No death life term for convicts in KOlkata American center
attack
No respite for Jayalalitha in disproportionate assets case
BJP thanks Ramdev
Modi will find solution to Kashmir problems hopes Mufti Mod
Sayeed
Haryana too smiles with a Modi wave
Cap on spending by political parties also needed
Arrested for threatening to kill Modi
TR Zeliang  next Nagaland C M replacing Neiphiu Rio.
Hiding information may land candidates in trouble
Lawyers directly as judges in SC
Search engine rankings influened around 12 percent of the
votes
Indian Universities not in world's top 30
Delhi most polluted in world  WHO but India rejects charge
A single entrance test for engineering courses from next year
Finally an Indian Institute at the top
Climate change effects visible across India and the world
Pledge on Quran that you will vote for us video goes viral
Aam Aadmi Party 's new challenge
I am like a tornado Mamata
Sonia, Rahul to be main vote catchers for Congress
Aadhaar data cant be shared SC
Star pracharak Modi to address 185 rallies
Media is promoting Modi repeats Kejriwal
Russia has now seized a Ukrainian airbase in Crimea
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What's happening in BJP ? Turbulence is the word
Candidate contesting from two constituencies?
Black flags for Bihari Babu in Bihar
Scared to contest Chidambaram lets son take over
No end to confusion related to fees matters in Delhi schools
Just short of 100, Khushwant Singh's batting close at 99
No point working if feel unsafe half of Delhi women
Good fund raising style a la America
Autowalas disappointed with Kejriwal and AAP ?
CBI probe on UP rural job scheme implementation to continue
BJP slams Salman Khurshid
Where is the missing Malaysian airlines plane ?
FIR registered against AAP leader Kejriwal for creating chaos
Khurshid slams SC and EC
Chinese satellites find floating objects near suspected crash
site
Farmer suicides ?
Higher education India out of top 200
Violence against women shocking figures
President's rule in Andhra Pradesh
BJP Odisha Lok Sabha candidates list out
Rajiv Gandhi case Tamilnadu unease
Survey from America BJP ahead
AAP now will make inroads through student politics
How credible are the poll surveys ?
Terminally ill person can he end his life ?
Devyani had diplomatic immunity
AAP moving very fast Kejriwal in great hurry
Diet, lifestyle changes can reduce risk of colorectal cancer
No respite from fat power bills in five states
Big reshuffle before elections
Can't provide security for IPL during election time
Rape victims first protests and then tries suicide
First time voters
Stay on 50 percent waiver of power bills
Facebook acquires WhatsApp
Bharatpur will be Municipal Corporation
Corruption in Delhi down says Kejriwal
Another shoe hurling incident at Haryana CM
Sonia regrets could not get Women's Reservation Bill passed
SC to the aid of NE students
Northeast students protesting at Vijay Chowk lathicharged
Parliament disruptions  matter of concern
Violence and attacks against NE students
Crimes increasing and with it removing signs of crimes
Delhi Govt is in trouble
Devyani issue continues to rattle India and US relations
Fire in tiger reserve
Advani still into active politics
Three crore cases in courts very disturbing President
Illegal constructions reflect bad performance of civic bodies
Will Delhi face acute power shortage ?
Beware people wanting online visas
Initiative for Amarnath pilgrims
Pollution in Delhi more than what Govt estimates
Bharat Ratnas Sachin Tendulkar and Prof CNR Rao
Damage at toll plazas have to pay penalty
Rajasthan CM each dept needs to be strengthened
Throwing shoe, hurling abuses and slapping all too common
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Criminal background may make entry into politics difficult
India's face off with US on Devyani issue continues
No Congress No BJP so third front ready
Kholo sabki pol Kejriwal
Politicians corrupt blasts off Kejriwal
Get yourself to think on eating disorders
Toll tax must if roads have to be built
AAP and Kejriwal effect police scared to demand bribes
Why do we celebrate Republic Day on January 26?
Kejriwal dharna notice to police and Delhi Govt
Nursery admission no stay for Pvt schools SC
America in chill crisis
SC's landmark judgement on those facing death penalty
Jainslongpending demand for minority status
Telangana continues to divide passions on the high
Strategy of Aam Aadmi Party government in Delhi ?
Mayawati's disproportionate maya case
Delhi police is corrupt and compromised Kejriwal blasts
Delhi high court restrains media from publishing allegations
against Ex Judge
They love to tweet and media loves to report controversies
Officers beware you have to deliver  Kejriwal
New tax Jayanthi tax  charge by Modi rattles Jayanthi
Natrajan
Now Kejriwal Govt will have to count and address complaints
TRP agencies need to be regulated Govt
BJP UP unit discussing strategy with RSS
In times of joblessness, recruitment scams increase
HC to the rescue of homeless
No respite to pvt schools wanting stay on LG nursery guidelines
Clamour for joining AAP the top ones to join quickly..........
EC says No tie up with Google after opposition over security
Devyani row India America both stuck with their stand
Gen Singh summoned
Mujjafarnagar victims contact with LeT Govt must answer says
BJP
Arctic blast send temperatures plummeting to their coldest in 20
years
Justice Ganguly resigns from chairmanship of WBHRC
India's biggest aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya is here finally
Anna wants his statue in Gurgaon seeks help from Rajnath
Despite noise, crime not under control on Delhi
Overweight and obese adults in developing world have
quadrupled
Crisis in New York emergency declared because of winter
storm
Kingfisher employees to go on hunger strike
BCCI against Lalit Modi fight gets nastier
AAP CM Kejriwal takes oath in Delhi Vidhansabha
Courts  tough on sexual offences
Changing weather heavy snowfall in Kashmir
Racism in Australia again another Indian attacked brutally
China says goodbye to one child policy in some cases
Justice Ganguly sexual assault case
North India is shivering
Two worst possible days for Russia.
War hots up over Lalit Modi
BJP not worried about AAP rise
All eyes and ears on what Kejriwal does and says
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Why parole again and again to Sanjay Dutt ask BJP youth
CNG to now cost Rs. 50.10/kg in Delhi
Salary of domestic helps  big issue for both US and India
Free water in Delhi How feasible
Gay sex review petition in SC by NAZ
Kejriwal team okayed but leftouts rebel
Congress hits back at Ramdev
No management quota in nursery admissions
Diana's death was not murder no evidence to show murder
Sikh body's charges on Sonia for protecting party leaders
Bad news for Kejriwal
Can't take Lalu's release lightly
Chhattisgarh CM Raman Singh sworn in
Dream khazana no gold found in Daundiya Kheda
Gang rape victims depose
December 10Human Rights Day
Riots in Singapore
Challenge to property rights in J and K
Another sex scandal
NCW, WBHRC, Pol parties many gunning for Justice Ganguly
Police custody till December 11 for Narayan Sai
Run run run marathon offers more money
Karnataka acts against strikes
Army recruitment questioned
Growing Naxal menace in Bihar
Viral Kohli not in ODI team
For the sake of history Pope Francis was once a bouncer
Sexual harassment charges against retd SC Judge
Election Commission happy and unhappy
The rupee rose to a near twoweek high
High prices middle class cuts out nutrient foods
Growing healthcare expenses  a worry for Indians
Jammu Muslims come out for Modi want development
Gut feeling is so important
People want transparent and professional administration
Kambli  heart attack
Rajasthan all set for elections
Bad state of education thanks to poorly trained teachers
TRUST IN JUDICIARY A MUST
26/11 will never be forgotten but what are our lessons
'DAAGI ' candidates why do we need them
Keep breast cancer at bay simple remedies
Clean chit by AAP to its members caught in sting operation
Names of cyclones
Cyclonic storm Helen
Time for promises here is big job offer
Ban from elections if five year jail term
Mamts is sure regional parties ki balle balle
Climatedamaging refrigerant gas issue India stand unchanged
Battle for UP MAYA will go alone
Mobile help
Want to delay dementia learn more languages
Free air tickets to Keralites wanting to return from Saudi Arabia
Bitti Mohanty, a rape case convict granted bail
BSP MP Dhananjay Singh (38) and his wife Jagriti arrested
Another Naxal attack
Virat Kohli became the number one batsman
Aarushi Talwar murder case
Geelani hits hard
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Rahul in the dock EC may act
Bureaucrats saved by SC
Bye cricket bye Sachin
Relief for Vadra
Behind Patna blasts
Rahul in Delhi poll maidan
Eerthquake rocks Japan but fear of disastrous TSUNAMI
recedes
Encounter in Delhi
Pak does not want to stop offensive
SC to examine case of clinical trials being conducted in India
No relief for selfstyled godman Asaram
COALSCAM will PM be quizzed by CBI
Biggest violations in ten years by Pak.
Air pollution big reason behind cancer
Only 1.94 lakh aspirants for CAT 2013 a ten percent drop
Projection of Modi
Uddhav Thackeray plays the Hindutva card
PMO declines to share details of the meetings with Walmart
Mulayam NEW DIKTAT
Political parties under RTI
Obama plea prevent an "economic shutdown".
Infosys' renewed focus on large outsourcing contracts is
helping
Fresh firing in Keran sector of Jammu and Kashmir
PM my second guru Rahul
Politics over cancer hospital should be no  no
Respite for ace shuttler Jwala Gutta
81 years of AIR FORCE
Protest against Telangana
Best University which one and how to judge
Delhi students news to feel happy
Avoid detaining innocent Muslim youth wrongfully
Adamant Sriniwasan HAS WON
Modi lashes out at UPA
Coal scam NAVEEN jINDAL in trouble
CRACKS in Haryana Congress
Army secret unit open enquiry V K Singh in the dock
Politics VS COURT ORDER
Use of satellite for communication voter education
I I T S PART OF ACCREDITATION SYSTEM
Entrance exams place mental stress on students
ELECTRONIC DEVICE WILL HELP
From where are the high tech weapons coming
Where is India on world's top universities nowhere
Capitation fee unethical and illegal SC
Politisising UGC
Stress is worst than thought
Teachers LIKE GRATITUDE MORE THAN MONEY
Studying abroad dream turning into a nightmare for parents
Poverty many problems
Bad sleep disturbs mind focus
Mumbai unsafe for women
Of crimes, police and policing
Known and unknown ways of KHAP panchayats
Fight against superstitions
WHY Sindhurakshak exploded
Want to be big Govt officer think again
What would an airfare war mean how cheap could tickets get
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Crime in colleges
Teachers to get salary as per grade
NEET case opinions sharply divided
Young must do something about global warming
Kya kare teacher teach or supervise meals ?
Impact of mid day meal closure on education of the poor ?
DU vacant seats
UP's Public Service Commission's reservation policy ?
Sad and sorry state of affairs
Adarsh Vidyalayas for good quality learning
Private Medical colleges  all win ruling
Learn from mistakes
Rae Bareilli an education centre
No mobiles in colleges
Free laptops, freebies better education ?
Cost of Knowledge
Only half the educated ones are employable study
Students relieved
UPSC back to Hindi and regional languages
In Schools, Reading and Maths Skills Decline
Analysis: Education to get boost on govt reforms
Education Promotion Society to move SC on deemed varsities
issue
A school that runs on street.....
Innovation and research to steer Indias knowledge economy
"Govt has no method to control internet messaging"
CBSE to launch courses on unconventional subjects
YOGA OF THE WEST COMES TO THE LAND OF YOGA
Rural health
Say No to Bidi
John Abraham & Soha Ali Khan create awareness for education
New, deadlier form of TB hits India
Preserving past knowledge for future
IT in Karnataka
Batch size taking a toll on teaching, say IIM professors

PAPPU CAN PLAN
Managing land records in Delhi's 356 villages.
Plans to amend law to help compromise on dowry related
problems
Farmers in Gurgaon are angry
Mayawati wants Youth power
India is a Hindu Rashtra Bhagwat
Facebook is the leader of social media new survey
500 Hindus in Bihar converted to Buddhism
I Fund Honest Party challenge by AAP
Uber announces safety measures
Draft rules for e auction of 92 cancelled coal mines
December 10 International Human Rights Day
Daring daylight robbery of 1.5 crore
Kejriwal hosts Rs 20,000 per plate dinner collects 91 lakhs
Selection process for new CBI chief soon
Mamta's warcry against BJP
Won't be Modi magic in J and K Soz
Election time for Delhi, planning gaining speed
Foreign travel by babus restricted to four a year
BJP and Modi vs six
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Call mobile no and become BJP member
Replies under RTI Act made online
Conversion of government bungalows into memorials banned
Manjhi knows on what issues he can be tough
LG Najeeb Jung reviews progress of schemes
110115 seat range out of 288 for BJP
Remove illegal hoardings HC
India, China disengagement and redeployment of border troops
More women candidates in Maharashtra this election
Haryana elections colourful costly affair
Planning the nomination filing by Haryana politicians
No October 2 holiday
Have public toilets soon HC
EPFO to launch ambitious scheme in mid Oct
25 kms per km speed limit for erickshaws
No politics for me Vinod Rai
5.5 bn earmarked for disaster mitigation by Govt
Elections to Delhi must be held soon, insists Arvind Kejriwal
Saradha scam stick to help beat Mamta by BJP
Amit Shah and Uddhav Thackrey clash of egos ?
Delhi BJP wants DDA to give 80 percent fats to Delhites
Abki baar Jammu and Kashmir BJP
CMs of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh meet
Congress and NCP will stay saath saath
Poor quality mid day meal makes dozens ill in MP
Google's salute to India
Next Haryana CM
Let e ricks ply Centre to HC
CM eyeing votes of 19 lakh serving soldiers, exservicemen
Centre Plan for Hyd not OK CM
AAP rally in Delhi
NSA against sonography centres in MP
Belgaum issue raked up by Shiv Sena
Gujarat Govt went overboard in trying to help some industries
CAG
Congress and NCP discuss seat sharing in Maharashtra
Robbers in Bihar targetting politicians.
Checking infiltration in Meghalaya
Monsoon weak, plan for meeting drought in Rajasthan
NO hike in LPG and kerosene rates
Hoarders of onions beware
Facebook plan gone awry
33 percent reservation for women in Gujarat police.
Swiss banks will give information on black money
Hindi in thick of controversy
National identity cards for citizens is a priority
DoP launches logistics service in A P, T N and Karnataka
Will Delhi be able to avoid elections
LTC racket scam is bigger than thought
Online environmental clearances
Varanasi to get 24 hour power
PM house to airport an underground link
Idli for just Re one, 1000 such Amma canteens soon
Down but not out AAP will contest all Haryana seats
Shiv Sena falls in line
Loss in elections water, power cut
Powell returns new envoy in India
Help to riot hit students
Time for strategy to tackle Modi sarkar for Congress
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No risk now Congress to AAP
Amit Shah the Man Friday
Surprise raids in Delhi
Cherrleaders hit by stones in Ranchi
Obama keen to work with new Govt
BJP wants CBI to question PM Manmohan Singh in 2G scam
Centre will change some rules for appt of Lokpal members
Congress proposes, BJP disposes
Kejriwal challenges Rahul to join a public debate
Bodo militants strike in Assam
Priyanka tries to woo the Muslims
Hold the appointment of next army chief BJP
Turnout records enthuse EC
Mobiles during flights can stay "on"
Reservation is the lollypop being offered to get votes
Muslim vote bank everyone wants it
Kejriwal yet to vacate his Govt accomodation
AAP raising good issues Left
Congress promises healthjob and pension for all
Kejriwal is just a pawn of Congress
Modi marking presence in Bihar, Nitish wants to do so in
Gujarat
Spicejet plans goes haywire two pilots fired
Vote for Modi Vijayakant
Heavy rains and hailstorm has brought havoc for farmers
Hate speeches by politicians
One Navyman killed in yet another accident
Gadkari plan  derailed by Shiv Sena ?
Tribals can plan have candidates of choice
All parties are planning pol khol programs
AAP gets big names to join it
Black money offenders beware
Campaign against those who perform stunts on moving trains
Free water fine but will lead to wastage Pachauri
India now has two time zones. 6 a.m. in Delhi is 7 a.m. in
Assam
Intellectuals tilting towards politics !
What a planning and yes it got into Guinness Record
LPG subsidy expires
Sonia accepts challenge
In Bihar  Paswan has a big role
Mamata super active again
Revamping of Congress Lovely to head crucial Delhi
Planning needs introspection first  Sonia sounds encouraging
Uproar over Telangana in Andhra Pradesh Assembly
Prashant Bhushan's objectionsto Sarkari Lokpal
Rahul's take on Lokpal Bill
Kejriwal's prime target now BJP
Plan for removing corruption the Anna plan
AAP great performance
Social media needs to be regulated in a planned manner
Chargesheet against Tarun Tejpal next month
Plan as per the changing needs or you can be in trouble.
Social media at the receiving end from Election Commission
HIV AIds day
Amod Kanth gets relief in the 1997 Uphaar fire tragedy case.
Think, plan need holiday for NCR on voting day
TV channels need to show restraint
Commission of InquiryINTO stalking of woman by police
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So many ifs and buts to planning
Nature doesn't plan it just makes or mars
Jagan is planning hoping others join in
Terrorists plan can upset BJP applecart
Andhra Chief Minister Kiran Reddy wants a bumper package
Is BJP planning well ?
Terrorists will plan, our security has to plan to defeat
PLAN MONEY AFFECTING DEVELOPMENT UP
Here is some brilliant plan to be part of history.
This was not a planned speech by Rahul
Rape offenders getting caught
BJP's Chief Ministerial candidate Harsh Vardhan's promise
Netas want to show their planning prowess
Indo Russia relations to stay strong
Which state has the best development model
Big fish to be out of coal mining
Khulamkhulla ransacking of tollplaza cash what a plan
What an irony tobacco tax free ?
INDIA NOT FIRM WITH CHINA
Scared of Election Commission  parties redo their plans
Is this planned or an act of will ?
Election Commission shows teeth
Will this Telangana plan work
Police needs to be trained for elections
CBI can act
Vision failed Digvijay is sorry for allotting land to Asaram
Plans won't work for Hyderabad road difficult
CBI can plan, can execute needs full powers
Maharashtra Govt vs Supreme Court
Tobacco sales have to stop Maharashtra
Employment friendly DelhiNCR
Don't want online privacy invaded Indians
Defence planning
Making CBI independant
Training Academy
Twitter plans
Infrastructure Industry: A world of opportunities
Urban development ministry suggests measures for self
financing of Metro
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